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Greetings,

Has there been a more interesting and challenging time to be involved in healthcare? Many are con-

fused and all the while there is no shortage of opinions. I’ve actually been more struck by what is being

misrepresented in the press and public than by discussions about the reality of the proposed reform

plan.

Let me begin with a simple analogy of the most significant misunderstood issue we are facing. Imagine

the situation concerns our cars and not our bodies. Our laws, along with the mission statements of many

auto repair companies, state they will fix every car that comes in the door regardless of ability to pay.

Your next door neighbor has no plans for oil changes and other preventive care. When his engine is

damaged, you pay to fix your neighbor’s car. This is healthcare.

Like this statement or not, but every day an uninsured patient drives past Earl K. Long to an ER at Our

Lady of the Lake or Baton Rouge General to receive care. There are roughly 47 million uninsured in this

country. Those who say they don’t want to pay for the uninsured and underinsured need to understand

they already do. If you put the moral issue aside, there is a financial benefit to better managing this pop-

ulation.

Unless a major bait and switch is planned, the Canadian-style healthcare argument is not worthwhile. I

have yet to hear anyone seriously propose a Canadian-style healthcare system. In Canada, the hospi-

tals and clinics are owned by the government and the physicians are government employees. In

Canada, it’s illegal to “jump the system” by paying to see specialists or have procedures earlier than

allowed. Americans are rightfully not going to do this. Yet, we see repeatedly in the national news that

the proposed reform is for a Canadian-style system, despite no evidence to support that claim.

Confusion is a word we have invented for an order which is not understood. 
‒Henry Miller (1891-1980) 

Locally, I read the Publisher’s op-ed in the Business Report stating that they are opposed to all aspects of the

healthcare reform plan because Bobby Jindal is opposed to the plan. No surprise there. The problem is Bobby

Jindal has to be opposed to all aspects of the healthcare proposal. Who doesn’t know that as a viable and

likely presidential candidate, Mr. Jindal will probably stay opposed to all of President Obama’s plans? Look, I

voted for Bobby Jindal and think we are fortunate he is our Governor, but it’s obvious he has to maintain his

opposition to this healthcare reform even though I actually think he may agree with most of it in principle.

Personally, I’ve seen too many innovative ideas not yet put on the table. There are many smart and well-inten-

tioned people out there, of all political persuasions, discussing healthcare reform in detail for perhaps the first

time. Nothing “tragic” will happen if reform is not passed in the next few weeks. Most all agree reform is nec-

essary and it is certainly likely. But no system is perfect. Conceptually we should all agree healthcare reform

has to be done in a way that provides the best access and quality for patients. Healthcare reform has to wise-

ly control costs without compromising good and fair reimbursement to providers. Healthcare reform has to

keep the right market forces intact.

Look, nothing comes easy. It’s likely a few segments of our industry will take a hit. One example is the phar-

maceutical industry. This healthcare reform plan attempts to put more market forces in place to compete for

pricing with generic drugs. I think this will be an interesting segment of the market to keep an eye on. The

Pharma industry was opposed to reform at first, but now has come out with full financial and public support of

the plan. It looks like they saw what was coming and jumped to the winning team with hopes of influencing

continued regulation to keep prices higher here than other countries. Clearly, this shrewd strategy will improve

Pharma’s place at the bargaining table, but it will be interesting to watch the public’s take on this cozy rela-

tionship.

The insurance industry stands to be seriously challenged by the likelihood of competing against a public

option. One fallacy is the added coverage requirements placed on insurance plans will come from insurance

profits. Personally, I love the fact that people can make profits. Profits are the reason many people get out of

bed in the morning. The truth is government can regulate all the requirements they want on insurance plans.

Then some actuarial will crunch the numbers and come up with the new higher premiums. Having to compete

against a public insurance option is a far more challenging prospect.

So, while some in the healthcare industry wait for a plan, others are anticipating a direction and adjusting their

business models accordingly. Although many are fearful of not knowing exactly what to expect in healthcare

reform, or as some call it, insurance reform, we do know truthful discussions and analysis are needed to make

better decisions. I encourage everyone to dive in and look at the truth even though it’s tempting to just listen

to sound bites.

Smith W. Hartley
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t was inevitable that a proposed collaboration between the state-
run Louisiana State University (LSU) Graduate Medical Education
program and the Catholic-run Our Lady of the Lake Regional
Medical Center (OLOL) would capture the public’s interest. What
could have made two institutions with such distinct identities and
clearly defined missions want to join forces? Well, to quote
Shakespeare’s The Tempest, “Misery acquaints a man with
strange bedfellows.” In truth, it seems collaboration was not the
ideal solution to either institution’s goals, but perhaps a necessity
in today’s economic climate. LSU, struggling with accreditation
problems at its dilapidated Earl K. Long facility, really had on its
wish list a new, stand-alone teaching hospital in the “medical cor-
ridor.” A collapsing economy and the need to funnel dollars to
address the Katrina-ravaged Charity Hospital in New Orleans
pushed those dreams aside. “It became clear to us for a number
of reasons that we weren’t going to be able to build a new hospi-
tal,” said LSU System Vice President Dr. Fred Cerise. “A lot of it
had to do with the state fiscal situation, the fact that there’s not
room under the bond cap, and the current administration made it
clear they wanted us to look for other answers.” Our Lady of the
Lake Regional Medical Center sought to delve further into gradu-
ate medical education, having had a taste of that role post-
Katrina, and also aspired to becoming the state’s third Level 1
trauma center. It turns out that affiliation with LSU could bring
additional resources and possible funding to the table to make
those a reality. Would the relationship have still been proposed in
a stronger economy? Perhaps, but the current environment
almost requires it. While the proposed alliance has the full support
of the Jindal administration and cautious backing from the legisla-
ture, others are not sure they are entirely on board. Concerns
range from too little transparency in the process, to where the
funding will come from, to ensuring North Baton Rouge is not left
underserved, to just how the day-to-day operations are going to
work. 
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Despite the absence of a lot of those answers, LSU and
OLOL found enough in common to sign a non-binding
Memorandum of Understanding in June. As it stands
now, the proposed collaboration would involve LSU relo-
cating most of its inpatient Graduate Medical Education
programs from the Earl K. Long Medical Center to the
OLOL hospital campus on Essen Lane. That would mean
that EKL’s inpatient services would also move to OLOL,
necessitating an expansion of capacity there. Currently,
both LSU and OLOL anticipate 60-100 beds being added.
In addition, expansions would be made to the trauma
center at OLOL and LSU would purchase or build a
Medical Education Building on the OLOL campus.
Leaders from both organizations admit that a lot of the
details remain to be worked out, but they hope to have a
Cooperative Endeavor Agreement, which will be a three-
party agreement between the state, LSU, and OLOL, in
place soon. It’s a heady goal, and both parties seem anx-
ious not to misspeak or to make too many assumptions.
In fact, OLOL CEO Scott Wester rarely uses the term
Memorandum of Understanding without the words “non-
binding” in front of them. He was also blunt when he dis-
cussed the financial details that had yet to be worked out

saying, “Unless we have long-term, sustainable funding
this relationship will not come to fruition.” 

It is clear that the need for such an agreement is more
urgent for LSU than for Our Lady of the Lake, with the
EKL facility presenting a huge obstacle to the growth of
the Graduate Medical Education program. “We’ve strug-
gled with accreditation issues for some time, both from
the residency program perspective and from CMS and
the Joint Commission,” said Cerise. “We know we’ve got
deficiencies and we’ve told the accrediting agencies that
we’ve had plans to replace the building so that is a seri-
ous driving force.” He explained that without enough cap-
ital to build a new hospital in Baton Rouge and with future
operating funds in doubt, the model they are discussing
with the Lake has significant advantages, both from the
capital side and from the operations side because of the

scale of the Lake’s operations and their payer mix. “There
are certain advantages both through Medicare and
Medicaid that we can take advantage of to bring in more
funds to the model that won’t necessarily be all state
funds, but also federal funds,” said Cerise. Whether
Disproportionate Share funds will be redirected from LSU
to OLOL is also a point of discussion, but Louisiana
Hospital Association (LHA) President/CEO John
Matessino, is concerned that those funds might not be
available in the future. “Even before the Obama adminis-
tration health reform, talks in Washington have included
the idea that DSH dollars would be used as a vehicle to
help pay for the early stages of health reform,” said
Matessino. “That could cause a lot of problems here as
those funds support our charity hospitals, our clinics, a
big proportion goes to rural hospitals, and also covers
uninsured care at the rest of the hospitals.” That uncer-
tainty also leads Matessino to think it would be a mistake
for the state to build another public hospital. “LHA’s posi-
tion for a long time has been that we support a strong
medical center hospital for the LSU teaching programs in
New Orleans and Shreveport, but everything else needs
to be left up to a local solution as to what’s best for each

community.” While he concedes that more needs to be
done in Baton Rouge to support graduate medical educa-
tion, building another hospital is not the solution, he said.

Dr. Paul Perkowski, President Elect of the Capital Area
Medical Society and a staff member at both EKL and
OLOL, agrees that LSU needs to address the issue of
Earl K. Long, but he is not convinced the collaboration is
the best move. He indicated that for several years the
state has known it would have to build a new facility, ren-
ovate that facility, or move the activities at EKL to an
existing physical plant, and the rumors and proposals
have been numerous. “As an officer of the Capital Area
Medical Society, speaking for all of the physicians in the
area, we’ve never really been told why those other plans
are unacceptable or not feasible,” said Perkowski.
However he is glad that the matter is finally getting some

attention. “All the attention was on Charity Hospital before,
but what really needs the attention is in Baton Rouge.” 

Although LSU’s need is more evident, OLOL’s Scott
Wester sees a huge advantage to the collaboration in
ensuring the city has good educational training for future
physicians that will hopefully reside in the Baton Rouge
region or within the state of Louisiana. “Everybody, I think,
recognizes the demand for physicians in the future is
going to be greater than ever before, especially related to
the baby boomer population,” said Wester. “So if we can
help in assisting that educational element I think we’ll all
be successful as a result.” He also believes that the nec-
essary expansions will allow OLOL to be able to provide
some quaternary or other high level tertiary care services
that people currently have to go outside of the market to
receive. “Post Katrina, OLOL has really been acting as a
Level 2 trauma center across south Louisiana and we
need some additional help from the LSU collaboration,
some of their faculty, as well as the additional funding, to
be able to ensure we can move to a Level 1.”

A joint venture would certainly reduce the amount either
party would need to spend to achieve their goals, but sus-
tainable funding is critical to its success. Wester explained
that the funding is comprised of two elements. The first is
a capital allocation to be able to provide the necessary
capital support for the plan, both on the inpatient side with
increasing bed capacity and expanding the trauma center,
and also for building the medical education building that
would house world class training facilities for the resi-
dents. The second part is ongoing operational funding to
ensure that the long term viability of medical education is
intact, said Wester. “We have not finalized either one of
those two elements.” Cerise agreed that funding was a
critical issue and reiterated that LSU doesn’t have close to
the funding it would need to build a new hospital in Baton
Rouge. “At the moment we don’t have all the answers to
the capital improvements we need to make at OLOL and
we don’t have a commitment from the administration or
the legislation yet on new capital funds,” said Cerise. “The
only money that we have administration support to use is
the $24 million previously appropriated for land acquisition
and hospital planning.” He indicated that both parties are
working with the state Department of Health and Hospitals
(DHH) and others to look at how to best structure the reim-
bursement both on the capital side and the operations
side. “The number we’re using is somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of $125 million. That would include the medical
education building, the urgent care build out at the North
Baton Rouge Clinic, the trauma build out at the Lake and
the new beds at the Lake,” said Cerise. “We had previous-
ly estimated about $460 million for a standalone hospital.”
Wester said both parties have been very encouraged by
the conversations they’ve had with the state. “We still have
a long way to go on the funding, but I believe that the state

Although LSU’s need is more evident, OLOL’s Scott Wester
sees a huge advantage to the collaboration in ensuring the
city has good educational training for future physicians that
will hopefully reside in the Baton Rouge region or within the
state of Louisiana.
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of Louisiana, through its leadership team, recognizes
that this model could be very beneficial for the capital
area region.”

Presuming the funding is found and the project moves
forward, LSU and OLOL anticipate shifting EKL’s
inpatient services to OLOL in about two to three
years, allowing time to expand the bed capacity and
provide a medical education building for the residents.
OLOL would be the owner and operator of the inpa-
tient facilities for any patients admitted onto that cam-
pus, but LSU doctors teaching at the Lake would
admit their patients and, along with the residents, care
for them within the walls of the Lake. “With this model,
the enhancements on the inpatient side will be access
to specialty care that we don’t have today in an envi-
ronment where they’ll be able to keep up on the phys-
ical plant side and with technology,” said Cerise.
OLOL anticipates that the expansion of inpatient serv-
ices and other ancillary services will require the hiring
of new personnel. While the hospital would likely draw
from staff currently at EKL, Wester indicated they
would use their current methods to bring new people
into the organization. It seems unlikely that even with
the move of inpatient services and the residency pro-
gram from EKL that all staff would find a position at
OLOL. Wester said that they had not talked in detail
yet about how that process would work, but he antici-
pated that the personnel serving in an inpatient
capacity would be Our Lady of the Lake employees.
While this may leave some out of the loop, Wester
pointed out that LSU would likely need additional per-
sonnel to maintain its very expansive and growing
element of outpatient clinics.

According to Dr. Cerise, although EKL inpatient serv-
ices would move, LSU would continue to manage the
network of care for the primarily uninsured and under-
insured population through its clinics, medication
assistance programs, and disease management pro-
grams. The university would also maintain its connec-
tions with its other hospitals and clinics throughout the
state. The loss of emergency services at EKL will also
necessitate building an urgent care clinic in North
Baton Rouge. “We know that a significant number of
emergency room visitors don’t have true emergencies
but they have an urgent problem, said Cerise. “We
think we can provide a significant service for those
who were using the emergency department at EKL if
we had an urgent care center associated with the new
North Baton Rouge Clinic.” Once a CEA is signed and
EKL’s fate is sealed, the state would begin work on
the urgent care clinic. Some fear that the move will
still leave the North Baton Rouge area underserved,
but LSU is confident that once the urgent care piece
is added to the North Baton Rouge Clinic, adequate
care will be provided. Dr. Perkowski also felt that the
clinics would able to handle much of the traffic that

previously went to EKL and John Matessino agreed.
“What people don’t realize is that EKL is a regional facili-
ty. It is not a North Baton Rouge hospital so it doesn’t
make that big a difference if somebody’s there or over at
the Lake. I’m sure there will be a little bit of a shock initial-
ly to the community out there, but I think opening that clin-
ic now, versus in the future, will ease that tension quite a
bit.” Matessino pointed out that in the first few weeks of
the clinic opening, traffic at EKL had been reduced sub-
stantially. 

Whatever the other advantages or disadvantages to the
collaboration, all agreed the driving force is the enhance-
ment of graduate medical education in Baton Rouge.
OLOL has applied for and received approval on a new
pediatrics residency program that they will run, but the
rest of the graduate medical training will be LSU operated
programs, said Cerise. “They’ll be LSU residency pro-
grams with LSU as the sponsoring institution, but the pri-
mary teaching site will be the Lake. The size of that hos-
pital provides a platform that would be able to support
expanded medical education in Baton Rouge.” OLOL

became interested in furthering its graduate medical edu-
cation after hosting LSU and Tulane residents post-
Katrina. Wester said they recognized the value they could
provide in helping secure future physicians within our
local market, but also within the state of Louisiana. “LSU
does a very good job of providing educational compo-
nents for graduate medical education and they will help
lead us related to the GME structure or processes,” said
Wester. “But it will be a dual relationship related to the
functionality of the residency training programs.”
Currently LSU has 75 residents in its programs at EKL
and OLOL has 40. Both parties hope to expand not only
the numbers of residents they can handle, but also the
types of residencies offered. “One of the good things that
came out of the storm (Katrina) was we brought residen-
cy programs to the big hospitals,” said John Matessino.
“Suddenly what some of the physicians learned is that the
residents provide kind of the labor force of the hospital
and the residents could take care of a lot of things their
patients needed while in the hospital. For the residents
there to be able to come over to a hospital that has the
resources, the latest equipment for them to learn on, and
to have a broader patient base, I think it’s a good thing.”

The only residency program currently at EKL that won’t
move over to OLOL is the obstetrics program, ostensibly
because OLOL does not provide obstetrical services.
However, this might just be one of the areas where the
two organizations don’t quite see eye to eye. “One of the
reasons, not the sole reason, we won’t be doing OB there
is some of the Catholic directives that may come into con-
flict with some of the work we need to do in the training
program,” said Cerise. “We know there are issues like that
we have to be aware of, but I don’t think they are issues
that will prohibit us from training docs. The Lake is the
biggest hospital in the state so that’s mainstream medical
care—we ought to be able to train physicians in that set-
ting.” Wester indicated that OLOL has been very open
and transparent about its Catholic values and its repre-
sentation through its sponsors, the Franciscan
Missionaries of Our Lady. “LSU has recognized that and
has, through the MOU, referenced adherence to our val-
ues and our mission statement within Our Lady of the
Lake.” Cerise indicated that there are models elsewhere
in the country where religious organizations have hosted
medical training programs and LSU has done training pro-

grams at the Lake before. “So this is not something that is
entirely unique or a proposal we see as posing serious
conflicts in terms of us being able to train doctors.”
However, LSU doesn’t know yet where the obstetrics pro-
gram will land. They have been talking to other hospitals
in the area and plan to include OB rounds for residents at
the North Baton Rouge Clinic. Woman’s Hospital seems a
likely candidate for resident training as LSU has previous-
ly done some work there and already a large proportion of
the patients are Medicaid patients according to John
Matessino.

OLOL is also not going to maintain the contract LSU has
for prisoner care with the state. “We’re not set up for that
and we don’t know enough about those services and
understanding the needs of that population and that con-
tractual relationship with the state,” said Wester. “It’s eas-
ier for us to exclude it.” Cerise said LSU remains respon-
sible for taking care of the prison population, and is not
sure yet how they plan to do that, but it won’t happen at
the Lake. “I’m sure it is an issue of security and prefer-
ence, but they made it clear that they did not want to do
that work. So we are looking at other options.” 

According to Dr. Cerise, although EKL inpatient services would
move, LSU would continue to manage the network of care for the pri-
marily uninsured and underinsured population through its clinics,
medication assistance programs, and disease management pro-
grams. 
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Despite his acknowledgment of the need for strong gradu-
ate medical education, and the problems at the EKL facili-
ty, Dr. Perkowski said many LSU physicians wonder
whether graduate medical education can maintain its high
quality and its identity as LSU if it is moved to a private
hospital. “Right now patients have an identity as an LSU
patient; a resident has an identity as an LSU resident. That
patient and doctor have a relationship that’s transcendent
of the building called Earl K. Long and it goes on through-
out basically the entire training period of that resident.”
Perkowski is concerned that in a community hospital set-
ting, the resident loses autonomy and becomes more of an
assisting physician rather than one who is managing
his/her own patients. He indicated that residents who
rounded with him at OLOL post-Katrina had much less
responsibility and autonomy than those at EKL. “Any order
the resident puts in the chart has to be cosigned by me.
Any procedure has to be approved through me or my office
and the resident is basically viewed as an assistant,” he
said. “Whereas at Charity in New Orleans or at EKL or any
other LSU facility where a resident would round, they are
basically in charge of the patients.” Perkowski argued that
residents often choose to work at university hospitals over
community hospitals, because they get much more hands-
on experience, much more “in the trenches” kind of care.
“That’s the biggest concern,” he said. “If you move the

graduate medical training program to the Lake is it possi-
ble for LSU to maintain its identity? Is it possible even for
LSU to maintain control over the graduate program? I think
that is the basic crux of the problem for many of the LSU
faculty.”

Those aren’t Perkowski’s only concerns with the proposed
collaboration, “Right now OLOL is the biggest hospital in
the area, probably in the state, and it runs at a high capac-
ity,” he said. “There’s a question about the ability to take on
the additional patients, the additional operating room time,
the additional staffing and nursing when they move those
patients there. Will there be more problems scheduling x-
rays and surgeries? Will the facilities be available to do

basic tests and procedures on your patients? That’s one
big concern for the Lake physicians and the physicians that
bring their patients here.” Perkowski is also worried about
possible unconscious discrimination between paying and
non-paying patients and a split in coverage of LSU
patients. “Are there going to be LSU physicians on staff
and then non-LSU physicians on staff who won’t accept
indigent patients? How do you cover ER referrals? How do
you cover charity patients when both staffs are mixed
together?” Matessino acknowledged that he had heard
concerns about possible discrimination between paying
and non-paying patients, or potential resistance from
physicians who would rather not treat the uninsured, but he
is not concerned. “I think the patients that currently go to
EKL will be treated very well over there. People are really
concerned about that and say, ‘You know those hospitals
don’t really want those patients,’ but they all get them any-
way.” He does not believe there is any issue of unequal
treatment at any area hospitals.

Perkowski said these and other concerns that members of
the EKL and OLOL staff have voiced to him have not been
heard because the staff have not been adequately involved
in the discussions. Scott Wester strongly disagreed.
“OLOL has, I think, done a very good job of communicat-
ing effectively with our general medical staff within our
organization; our medical staff leadership is very involved.”
Cerise, too, said LSU has had a series of meetings with the
staff at EKL and has had some of the senior leadership at
EKL in some of the planning sessions. However, both he
and Wester admitted that until the MOU had been signed
discussions were taking place at high levels and they had
not gotten down to discussions of program level details
about what accommodations would need to be made for
any specific program. “The position that we’ve taken,” said
Cerise, “Is we wanted to get to a point with OLOL where we
had the agreement in more broad terms, general concepts,
and some degree of certainty or predictability that the
finances would work. We don’t have all the answers on the
finances yet, but we’re at a point in the discussions where
this has moved from the realm of a decent idea to some-
thing that’s entirely possible.” Wester echoed that stating,
“Over the last couple of months we’ve been working at a
very high level trying to understand if these two organiza-
tions can work together in a long-term fashion. We are
now, after signing the non-binding Memorandum of
Understanding, putting together the operational elements
of ensuring that this relationship will be beneficial for our
parties and the community at large.” Cerise indicated that
there have been concerns raised in those discussions and
that there is a lot to work through, but they feel they are
finally at a point where they can start engaging the individ-
ual programs and departments to get more of that detailed
input. “It’s a big change for everybody so you can imagine
people are going to have questions and concerns and
we’ve heard that. We’re at a point now where on balance if

It’s a big change for everybody so
you can imagine people are going to
have questions and concerns and
we’ve heard that. We’re at a point now
where on balance if you look at the
risks and opportunities, we think that
this model has great potential.

you look at the risks and opportunities, we think
that this model has great potential.” Perkowski
acknowledged that since his Letter to the Editor
expressing dismay on behalf of staff members at
both hospitals, he has received assurances from
both Cerise and Wester that more discussions
would be forthcoming. Despite the assurances,
Perkowski is concerned that the organizations
have put the cart before the horse in not engaging
their staff from the beginning. “As an officer of the
Medical Society my primary concern is that my
doctors are not satisfied with their level of involve-
ment and they have great concerns on both sides
of the equation.” However Wester insisted that
“OLOL would not engage in this relationship with-
out assurances from the general medical staff that
this is the right collaboration to do at the right time.”

As the hospitals work out the nitty gritty, the next
goal is the cooperative endeavor agreement which
will have all the specificities related to the collabo-
ration, including the requirements on the institu-
tional side as well as the ongoing funding require-
ments, said Wester. Cerise indicated that while
LSU is looking at this collaboration as an exclusive-
ly Baton Rouge solution, DHH Secretary Alan
Levine said the model may make sense for other
parts of the state “where we are looking for ways to
sustain access to inpatient care, expand the avail-
ability of much-needed primary and preventive
services, and enhance graduate medical education
to train a first-class physician workforce for the
future.” Cerise said that if the plan is wildly suc-
cessful and they learn some new business prac-
tices it is conceivable that LSU could apply that to
other parts of the state, but that is not a strategy
they have in mind. 

“I know they still have a lot of hurdles to climb and
roadblocks and all of the political stuff that goes on,
but I think they’re on the right path,” said
Matessino. “It think it’s a real good thing for the
patients, that they’ll have a good place to go, and
it’s a good thing for the state of Louisiana that we
are not now funding another state hospital.”
Perkowski is not so sure, saying that there are too
many things that have been left out of the conver-
sation. “Long-term, with the prominence of Baton
Rouge as a capital city and becoming well known
for healthcare industry, with LSU as a flagship uni-
versity and Pennington as a research institute, why
can’t a city like that have a university hospital?” He
said it may be that after all of the pros and cons are
considered the collaboration may be the best
option with the resources the state has, “But,
nobody right now is convinced of that; they feel
very uneasy and we’re glad the issue is getting a
bit more attention.” v
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seed that was planted years
ago under different leader-

ship and another
administration, has
finally grown into a

state-of-the-art healthcare facility serving the North
Baton Rouge community, an area where, let’s face it,
state-of-the-art is not the norm. The new North Baton
Rouge Clinic opened by LSU’s Health Care Services
Division in June, was originally envisioned years ago
as a way to relocate and expand some of the outpa-
tient clinics at Earl K. Long Hospital in preparation for
LSU opening a new hospital across town in the
“medical corridor.” The idea was to make sure the
residents in this area of town had a place to go that
would service their healthcare needs. Although plans
for a new hospital never came to fruition, the clinic
mission continued on a fast track as EKL’s future
came further and further into question. “I have been
at Earl K. Long for four years now and the thought of
developing this project was ongoing when I came
onboard,” said Earl K. Long Hospital Administrator
Kathy Viator, DNS. A donation, which included land
for the facility, from Mr. Herbert Brown, in memory of
his son, Graham H. Brown, finally made the idea a
reality. “It’s a beautiful facility,” said Dr. Fred Cerise,
Vice President for Health Affairs and Medical
Education at LSU, using another term unusual for
the area, and certainly never applicable to EKL.

With a focus on preventive care, the $18 million,
44,000 square foot clinic on Airline Highway will now
be the area’s focal point for women’s health services
including OB/GYN, cancer services, and primary
care services, most of which were previously being
provided in cramped quarters at EKL. The new facil-

by: Philip Gatto
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ity also features an on-site retail pharmacy, a diagnostic lab-
oratory, and eventually will add a 24-hour urgent care clinic.
Currently there are 30 exam rooms and 38 employees at
the clinic. “What we’ve come up with now is a fantastic view
of what we can do in the outpatient world,” said Viator.
“Which is essentially developing a model for a clinic that is
basically a one-stop shop.” The new look and expanded
services will hopefully be a draw, encouraging residents to
keep up with their care, keep up with their checkups, be dili-
gent with their medicines, etc. The clinic aspires to the med-
ical home model where patients have a consistent and con-
tinuous point of care for all of their healthcare needs and
take a participatory role in maintaining their health. LSU

plans for the clinic to follow in the footsteps of its other facil-
ities in pursuing NCQA medical home certification. 

Patient-centered care is certainly what drove the design of
the oncology portion of the clinic. “We wanted to make sure
that oncology services were located in one area for our
patients, not fragmented throughout the organization
because we were limited geographically on our main cam-
pus,” said Viator. The new clinic features all the essential
services for oncology patients including a medicine oncolo-
gy clinic, a GYN oncology clinic, an infusion clinic that serv-
ices those patients when they have chemotherapy, a nutri-
tional service, and a social worker for case management.

LSU transferred all of its infusion services from
EKL to the clinic soon after opening. The move of
the medicine oncology clinic was slower, with all
services anticipated to be in place this August.
LSU was purposeful in bringing that service up
gradually so they could make sure they had all the
kinks worked out of that process and to better
facilitate the physicians in that area. Besides offer-
ing one-stop treatment in a state-of-the-art facility,
the new clinic will finally allow LSU to expand
oncology visits. They are hoping to see an
increase of 1600 in oncology visits for this next
physical year, beyond the 4000 currently projected
for the clinic based on past experience. “It’s big
enough to allow us to run more efficiently,” said
Cerise. “We can better use our professionals by
giving them more space to operate in.”

LSU applied the same one-stop principle to its
women’s health and primary care services. “The
concept was let’s make sure we offer services as
much as possible in one single location so that
patients don’t have to travel and so that we can
create an environment where patients are satis-
fied their healthcare needs are being met,” said
Viator. On June 1st all of women’s health moved
from EKL to the NBR Clinic. The laboratory and
the retail pharmacy were also opened on that
same date, with radiology to follow. Laboratory
services at the new clinic will include standard and
special chemistry; urine, hematology, and bacteri-
ology studies; and therapeutic drug monitoring.
Radiology will eventually offer PET/CT scanning,
digital radiology studies, digital mammography,
and obstetric and general ultrasound services,
although some of those services may be delayed
now due to a lack of adequate funding support
from the legislature this session, said Dr. Cerise.
Cardiology services will include EKG, Echo, and
stress-testing capabilities. 

LSU is also excited that the clinic allows the uni-
versity to continue its mission of providing gradu-

ate medical education. Doctors in LSU’s
obstetrical residency program will have
rotations in the women’s health section of
the clinic. The fact that the OB program is
one of the few that will not transfer to Our
Lady of the Lake in the proposed collab-
oration between OLOL and LSU, may
result in a greater presence of those res-
idents at the clinic in the future. Internal
medicine residents will also be seeing
patients in the North Baton Rouge Clinic.

Both Viator and Cerise indicated that the
community response has been wonder-
ful. “You know everyone likes a beautiful
environment and our patients deserve to
be seen in a facility that’s beautiful,” said
Viator. “This one truly is, but it also brings
quality to the services we provide.” The
LSU clinic is monitored from a quality
perspective just like every other health-
care facility, and has benchmarks that they try to
achieve, one of the strongest of which is patient satisfac-
tion. As for the patient mix, it is expected that, like the
patient population at Earl K. Long, Medicaid patients and
the uninsured will remain a large part of the pie. However
that may change somewhat as word spreads about the
facility and all it has to offer. Currently the payer mix at
the clinic mirrors that of the clinics at EKL:
Medicare 8.36% 
Medicaid 37.79% 
Commercial 3.93% 
Indigent Care 33.07% 
Self Pay 16.85% 

The large majority of the patients coming to the clinic are
patients that were already being seen at EKL clinics, but
there have been some new patients as well. Viator said
it’s too early to know if the new, modern facility has
caused that, but she anticipates it will draw more people.
“It’s been a big success,” agreed Cerise. The facility was
built with the community in mind and features a large
community meeting room. “We’re heavily invested in
making sure the residents in that area get the services
they need,” said Viator. “The meeting room was another
opportunity to allow the community to be invested as
well.” In addition to community use, it allows the clinic to
offer some educational or teaching opportunities and to
continue LSU’s disease management efforts.

So what doesn’t the clinic have? “You know we never
have everything our heart desires; we always have a
wish list and right now it’s a big one–urgent care,” said
Viator. While an urgent care clinic is part of the plan,
especially if EKL closes, there is not yet a timeframe for

when that piece will be added or what shape it will take.
The outcome of the proposed LSU/OLOL collaboration
will determine when the urgent care clinic will actually
take flight, and an impending closure of EKL would cer-
tainly add urgency to the need for that type of a facility in
the area. In the meantime, patients needing urgent care
will be sent to EKL. LSU has also talked about whether
there may be a need in the future to move their patholo-
gy and laboratory facility, which is currently at a separate
location, to the clinic campus. 

In addition to the wait on the urgent care piece of the
puzzle, the clinic will also not be able to offer all of the
radiology services it had initially planned. Dr. Cerise indi-
cated that LSU did not get all the funding it needed from
the legislature this session for the radiology expansion it
had planned, slowing that development at the clinic. With
money tight, Cerise admitted that for now, clinic staff will
still have to rely on the hospital for some of those servic-
es.

Besides those delays, the clinic has been a very impor-
tant project not just for the area, but for LSU as a whole,
said administrators. “It’s a big part of our ability to move
the inpatients out of Earl K. Long if we reach an agree-
ment with OLOL,” said Cerise. “The new clinic will allow
us to continue to see a large volume of outpatients.” The
clinic will also serve as a model for the rest of the clinics
in the LSU public health system. The staff is already con-
ducting tours for sister hospitals that want to come in and
look at what they’ve done there, said Viator. “I think that’s
really a testament to our success. You certainly want to
do it right when you are trying to design something with
the few dollars available these days. We’re very proud of
what we’ve accomplished.” v
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hirteen-year-old Cody takes a spill on his bike, hitting
his head, and although it doesn’t look bad, he’s acting
a little groggy and has started throwing up. So his par-
ents bring him to the local emergency room to get
checked out. The ER gives him a CT to make sure all
is well and release him. On the way out, his parents
pay their co-pay, thinking it was well worth that $100
for the peace of mind they gained. When, however, a
bill comes from a radiologist a few weeks later, it’s
their turn to have a headache. Turns out the doctor
wasn’t part of the insurance network coverage
because she is not an employee of the hospital and
hasn’t contracted with that carrier because she feels
they don’t reimburse fairly. The insurer’s out-of-net-
work payment to the radiologist was significantly less
than her billed charges, so she billed the balance to

by: Karen Stassi
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the patient. Cody’s family feels they shouldn’t pay since
they went to an in-network facility and nobody gave them a
choice of radiologists. The insurance company doesn’t
want to pay, because the radiologist charges more than
they deem reasonable and customary, which is what they
pay their in-network physicians. And the hospital certainly
doesn’t feel the bill is their responsibility as the physician
has privileges there, but isn’t an employee. Does your
head hurt yet?

Technically, under Louisiana law, the scenario
above shouldn’t happen, thanks to a provision requiring
health insurance companies to pay providers for care ren-
dered in an emergency situation, regardless of whether the
hospital or providers are in-network. But it does happen,
and the issues of what constitutes emergency care, the
level of payment, and who that payment should go to
(provider or patient) can all muddy the situation and result
in the patient receiving an unexpected bill. Although the law
should protect patients in emergency situations, according
to Louisiana Department of Insurance Commissioner Jim
Donelon, “The insurers have done a good job of keeping it
secret. You would not believe the docs that did not know
that was the law before my directive and the health insur-
ers screamed bloody murder.” Directive 200 issued from
Donelon’s office during the session, sought to remind
insurers that they are bound by LSA-R.S.22:1821 and
LDOI Regulation 68 to pay providers for emergency care,
however some questioned his interpretation of the statute.
“As a general rule, the rendering of emergency care does
have some statutory protections for the patient and the
health insurance company is required to pay to the
provider for the care rendered,” said Baker Donelson attor-
ney Dickie Patterson. However, he said, the directive
implied that insurers were required to pay billed charges,
which is not actually stated in the statute. “There is some
debate right now on exactly what the health insurance
company should pay. When you talk about payment to
providers there are many levels of payment.” Don Shaw,
VP of Revenue Cycle at Baton Rouge General, agreed.
“My understanding is that if a person comes to an emer-
gency room and they believe it’s an emergency, in-network
or not, their insurance provider is required to pay that bill as
though it were network. That’s the way we’ve always
worked with the insurance companies on it. There’s been
some dispute with some payers where they pay one
charge that you get for the emergency room, the evaluation
of management, at 100 percent, but say the other services
are not emergency room, and they pay that as out-of-net-
work. Some will pay the whole ER bill at 100 percent. It
varies a little bit by payer.” Donelon has since rescinded
that directive at the request of the House and Senate insur-
ance committee chairs to allow them to study the entire
issue during the interim between sessions, but he empha-
sized, “The law is the law, and whether I have the directive
out or not, it’s the law and they must obey the law.” 

However, a more problematic issue in our state,
because it is not covered by that statute, is the issue of bal-

ance billing in non-emergency situations. The scenario
here is the person that goes to the hospital for a surgery or
to have a baby and requires the services of a radiologist,
anesthesiologist, or pathologist, sometimes unexpectedly,
that is not in their insurance network. Typically those types
of specialists, which Donelon refers to as the RAP doctors,
are contracted with the hospital, but are not always con-
tracted with the same health insurance networks. Those
providers can legally bill the patient separately for any
charges not covered by the insurance carrier’s out-of-net-
work reimbursement. The bills can be quite high and are
almost always unexpected. “This problem is not just in
Louisiana,” stressed Donelon. “I’ve come to learn it’s uni-
versal and only a handful of states have been successful in
closing this loophole in balance billing law. It is, in my opin-
ion, abusive of policyholders who are doing the right thing
by getting themselves insured and then they get blindsided
by these out-of-network charges.” 

It’s actually a more common situation than many
like to acknowledge and it has gone on for years, nation-
wide, with little progress made, probably because all par-
ties have a pretty good argument. Unfortunately, the
patient, who under the law in most states is legally liable for
the bill, hasn’t had much of a voice in the argument. Those
patients feel they shouldn’t be charged by out-of-network
physicians when they made every effort to go to an in-net-

work facility. Specialists like radiologists, anesthesiologists,
and pathologists don’t feel they should accept lower pay-
ments just because a carrier pays their contract physicians
less in exchange for volume. Insurance companies don’t
feel they should reward physicians that don’t contract with

them by paying them more, because that’s a disincentive
to joining a network. Hospitals can’t force providers to con-
tract with the same carriers they do, and often can’t feasi-
bly offer patients an in-network alternative for many spe-
cialists. “This whole situation is difficult to deal with,” said
Louisiana Hospital Association President/CEO John
Matessino. “It’s difficult for the patients, it’s difficult for the
hospital, and difficult for the insurer as well. And the physi-
cians are kind of caught in the middle.” 

Gil Dupré, CEO of the Louisiana Association of
Health Plans agreed it’s a problem. “It’s just the nature of
the way those services are delivered that creates this
issue,” said Dupré. “Wherever there are hospital-based
physicians who are providing services to health plan mem-
bers in the hospital and are not contracted with health
plans, consumers do have some susceptibility to this

issue.” Dupré said he has
no real numbers on fre-
quency but believes it’s a
fairly common occurrence,
and probably more common in some of the rural areas.
Donelon agreed it happens frequently, saying it is the sin-
gle most common complaint in the health insurance arena,
but he disagreed that it is a rural area issue. “None of the
complaints I’ve heard have come from rural areas. All of
them have come from places like Shreveport, Alexandria,
Baton Rouge, Metairie, and New Orleans.” Locally, hospi-
tals claim it is not a frequent occurrence. “If we get a
patient maybe once every two to three months that we are
not a participating provider for their plan, that’s a lot for us,”
said Shaw. “It really doesn’t happen that often here and it
usually would be for an ancillary provider like the patholo-

The insur-
ers have
done a
good job of
keeping it
secret. You
would not
believe the docs that did
not know that was the law
before my directive and the
health insurers screamed
bloody murder.

-Jim Donelon, DOI

It’s difficult for the patients, it’s difficult for
the hospital, and difficult for the insurer as
well. And the physicians are kind of caught
in the middle. -John Matessino, LHA
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gist, anesthesia or the ER.” Our Lady of the Lake CFO Bob
Ramsey said it’s not as common as it used to be because
OLOL works hard to ensure its outside groups of physicians,
radiologists, anesthesiologists, etc., are approached to con-
tract with the same insurance networks. “From time to time it
does happen,” said Ramsey. “It’s one of the frustrating
aspects of the whole insurance coverage and billing issue, but
it’s gone on for a long time.” Dupré added that, “Even if it’s
only a few cases, certainly the way it affects those people is
serious and it needs to be addressed.” 

All parties indicate they are ready and willing to fix the
problem, but perhaps none as passionate as Commissioner
Donelon. Taking his lead from states like Maryland and Illinois
that have successfully addressed the issue, Donelon has
introduced bills in the last two legislative sessions in an
attempt to resolve what he calls a loophole. He says he has
been shot down both times by powerful lobbyists for the hos-
pitals, the doctors, and the health insurers, who coalesced in
opposition to his efforts. Of course, the fact that three groups
who can’t agree amongst themselves on the issue formed a
united front to beat the legislation is interesting in itself, gener-
ally indicating less than perfect legislation or a natural resist-
ance to being backed into a corner. Donelon’s first legislative
attempt was a one sentence mandate stating that health insur-
ers must cover all reasonably anticipated ancillary services
provided to a policyholder in a hospital environment. “That bill
would have successfully closed that loophole because if the
insurers had to cover those services, when they signed their
next contract with in-network hospitals they would have made
a condition of that contract that the hospitals give these exclu-
sive rights to only in-network doctors,” said Donelon. Although
that bill would have seemed to put the onus on health insur-
ers, Donelon said he also blames the doctors who deliberate-
ly stay out of networks so they can charge what they want, and
on the hospitals that give them exclusive contracts regardless
of them being out-of-network. 

In this most recent legislative session Donelon pro-
posed SB 170, a multi-faceted, 24-page bill, sponsored by
Sen. Sharon Broome, which attempted to amend the state’s
network adequacy statute, a statute that requires health insur-
ers to have adequate networks when they sell their product.
Interestingly, Donelon noted that two of the senate committee
members that reviewed the bill had themselves been blind-
sided by unexpected bills after their wives had delivered
babies recently. Among other things, the bill sought to force
insurers to work harder to bring these out-of-network physi-
cians under contract. The stick would have been making insur-
ers liable for the balances billed to patients by out-of-network
docs. The bill was withdrawn in the face of heavy opposition
from all parties. Many believe that a network adequacy
approach is indeed the solution to this issue, but, said
Patterson, “This particular bill was a pull-off-the-shelf NAIC
model from 1988 and was made known to industry about two
weeks before the session started. Usually when you want to
pass big legislation like that you meet with the industry months
in advance. There were lots of problems with it.” Patterson
said Donelon has tried, through proposed legislation, to inter-
ject the state into negotiations between a private physician
and a private insurance company. “He has failed, and in my

opinion will continue to fail, because I don’t think we want a
socialistic approach to healthcare.”

Sen. Broome withdrew SB 170 and instead proposed
a study resolution so that the Senate Committee on Insurance
and the House Committee on Insurance could jointly study
and assess the adequacy and sufficiency of numbers and
types of health care providers in health insurance issuer net-
works licensed in the state; to propose methods of assuring
adequate networks by health insurance issuers; to review and

assess the practice of referring consumers to non-contracted
providers when a contracted provider is available and the
practice of “balance billing,” and to propose methods for end-
ing such practices. The resolution was approved and all par-
ties resolved to continue discussions, but Donelon is unhappy
about that turn of events also. “That talk has been going on for
a year-and-a-half now through two sessions. Now they get
another year to talk. I understand loopholes and legislation
and lobbying, all of that’s legitimate and they have their clients
to represent, but I have my duty under my oath of office to pro-
tect policyholders who buy health insurance and aren’t getting
what they think they are getting.” 

The commissioner is encouraged, however, that bal-
ance billing seems to be gaining more national attention. “This
issue, like so many issues involving health care providers and
health insurers, comes down to who has the leverage,” said
the Commissioner. He said in the case of emergency treat-
ment for example, the doctors have the leverage because of
that 12-year-old statute that says health insurers must pay for
services provided to their insured on an emergency basis. On
the non-emergent side, the advantage is with the health insur-
er because if the provider is out-of-network, the insurer doesn’t
have to pay what the doctor bills. The doctor can then balance

bill the patient for the remainder. “The only person with no
leverage is the policyholder,” said Donelon. 

“The phrase ‘balance billing’ has become an ugly
word in Louisiana and it should not be,” said Patterson.
“Balance billing is absolutely legal under a series of statutes
titled the Healthcare Consumer Protection Act passed in
2003. You think we have problems now? What was happen-
ing back then, and there wasn’t a law against it, providers
were double billing, sending a bill to the patient and to the
insurance company.” He explained that doctors are often the
ones demonized in the press when the patient gets an unex-
pected bill, but said that it is perfectly legal for the doctor to
try to recoup his costs when the insurer’s payments for out-
of-network services don’t come close. “Is it unfortunate that
patients are surprised by that? Sure it is,” said Patterson.
“Nobody’s saying that’s a wonderful thing.” In fact, better dis-
closure has been one of the primary arguments in this issue.
If doctors can legally balance bill, wouldn’t it be helpful if
patients weren’t blindsided by the practice? Dr. Vincent
Culotta, Chairman of the Louisiana State Medical Society
(LSMS) Council on Legislation, said part of the problem is
that health plans are too complicated for the average citizen
to understand. They don’t understand or can’t interpret their
coverage let alone keep track of who is in-network and who
is not. He also indicated that insurance companies are not
eager to tell customers that the hospital is contracted, but
not the anesthesiologist, especially if there aren’t other

My under-
standing is
that if a per-
son comes
to an emer-
gency room
and they
believe it’s an emergency,
in-network or not, their
insurance provider is
required to pay that bill as
though it were network. 

-Don Shaw, Baton Rouge General

Wherever
there are
hospital-
based
physicians
who are
providing
services to health plan
members in the hospital and
are not contracted with
health plans, consumers do
have some susceptibility to
this issue.  -Gil Dupré, LAHP
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options. Some argue that if a physician is not in a patient’s
network they should be informed before a procedure is
performed. That might seem reasonable, but understaffed
hospitals are unlikely to have an alternate doc handy, and
how many patients are really going to refuse treatment
after that disclosure? Is there a good system in place to
go over this with patients? “No,” said Matessino, “But
there have been a lot of discussions here about what the
best system would be. I think we could go a long way if
the public just knew and understood the issue.”

Some hospitals, like Our Lady of the Lake, do
make an effort to inform patients in writing that they may
incur some out-of-network charges, but even Ramsey
concedes they probably don’t read it all. “Yes hospitals
are pre-disclosing,” said Donelon. “In that ream of paper
you sign there’s one that says you may get blindsided by
an out-of-network doctor that has an exclusive contract
with us,” he joked. “If we put the disclosure in bigger let-
ters and show it to a woman in labor is she really going to
say, ‘No that’s not okay. Take me somewhere else’?”
Patterson pointed out that it may not even be feasible at
the treatment stage to work out if the doctor is in-network
for a certain patient. “At the time service is rendered the
doctor doesn’t know if the patient is in-network, out-of-net-
work, democrat, or republican,” said Patterson. “Federal
law prohibits them from enquiring whether or not the
patient has the ability to pay before rendering the service.

But it is the doctors, the radiologists, the pathologists of
the world that have taken the blame for being caught in
the same situation the patient is in.” Short of color-coding
gurneys and putting health plan logos on doctor’s coats a
la NASCAR, everyone agrees it is not feasible at that
point to work out who’s in-network for what patient.
“Typically we don’t know that,” said Shaw. “We don’t have
a list of every plan every provider belongs to. That would
be a pretty massive undertaking and when a patient
comes in you really don’t know all of the providers they
are going to see.” Nor is it usually feasible to find some-

one else if a patient objects. “We use a set group of radiolo-
gists so it doesn’t really matter who’s on call, it’s all the same
group,” said Ramsey. “There’s not really another option.” 

One attempt at improving transparency in the
process was passed by the legislature this session in the form
of SB 282, sponsored by Sen. Troy Hebert. The bill calls for
an online database populated by insurers outlining exactly
who is and isn’t contracted by their networks, broken down by
facility. Consumers could pull up any facility and see which
individual providers were in their network and which were not.
Presumably if they were scheduling a surgery for example,
they could then shop for a hospital whose anesthesiologists
were covered. “Is that going to solve the problem? Probably
not, but it is a step in the right direction,” said Patterson. Are
patients going to check that database before they rush their
kid to the emergency room? No, but for elective procedures it
could provide for a more informed public. And a big bill is prob-
ably less painful if it is not completely unexpected. “I think the
health insurers are certainly going to do that, and I think we’re

going to certainly begin
to do that,” said LHA’s
Matessino. The health
plans also believe it is a
positive movement toward more disclosure, said Dupré, and
supported the bill for that reason, but they only see it as a first
step. “I think it will help, particularly with the greater attention
being brought to this and hopefully more consumers will be
aware that at least there’s the potential problem there. The
more homework they do before they go to seek services, then
the more likely it is that everything’s going to go smoothly.”
While Shaw said he does think the database would be helpful
in getting more information to the consumer ahead of time,
Ramsey thinks the database’s usefulness will depend on how
often it is updated. He, like others, isn’t sure if patients will
really use it. Dr. Culotta is also concerned, pointing out that
some companies’ network provider listings still include a cou-
ple of deceased physicians. He also worries that not all
patients have internet access or are sophisticated enough to

It’s one of the frustrating aspects of the
whole insurance coverage and billing
issue, but it’s gone on for a long time.
-Bob Ramsey, OLOL

He has
failed, and in
my opinion
will continue
to fail,
because I
don’t think
we want a socialistic
approach to healthcare. 

-Dickie Patterson, Baker Donelson



use the information. “The average American, when he gets his
health insurance card, really believes that the company is pro-
viding him with a service he can use,” said Culotta. “He does-
n’t know all of the details and he won’t find out something is
not covered until he is ready to go get it. It’s a problem.”
Despite the problems, there are hopes that both the database
and other types of patient education could help the process.
“As far as disclosure is concerned, more information at every
step of the process should be considered,” said Dupré.
“Whether that occurs at enrollment, or upon being referred or
scheduled for hospitalization, or whether it’s on the actual
admission to the hospital. At each of those steps there are
opportunities to share information and I’m sure that we will be
discussing all of those opportunities.”

So what actually happens if a patient is balance billed
and appeals to the hospital, doctor, or health insurer? Despite
the impasse between those groups, in most cases, they say
they will work with the patient to resolve the payment issue. “It
does happen,” said Dupré, “But typically those negotiations
occur when there is a significant expense involved. Many
times these charges are not huge amounts, particularly for
pathology and radiology. I don’t mean to minimize the prob-
lem. These are expenses that a consumer has expected not to
have and we ought to be doing everything that we can to
ensure that they are protected and are not surprised.” Shaw
said Baton Rouge General treats those situations as if it is the
hospital’s responsibility. “When a patient comes to the hospital
we look at them as being ours and whether it’s a physician
doing anesthesia or a physician involved with radiology, any
time there’s a dispute we get involved. We don’t ever turn our
back on a patient and say, ‘this is your problem.’” He said his
office will intervene on behalf of the patient if they feel some-
thing is not right and the physicians “pretty much always come
through with doing an adjustment for us or make sure the
patient is not being held any more out of pocket than they nor-
mally would,” said Shaw. At OLOL, the hospital takes more of
a hands-off approach. “That part of the bill is with that inde-
pendent group of physicians. It’s not the Lake’s bill and all our
business office can do is coordinate with the physician group’s
billing office,” said Ramsey. “I can’t say I’m going to write it off
for them because I’m not the one they have the obligation to.”
He said each one is considered on a case-by-case basis and
he has seen it go both ways. “The group of physicians might
discount the bill to allow them to have something similar to
what the insurance company would have paid for that, but for
the most part, we don’t get that involved in it. They don’t work
for me and the Lake can’t step in and say ‘you have to do
this.’”

Sometimes insurance companies and hospitals
respond by working harder on bringing those physicians into
their network. “Certainly we always appreciate any help that
hospitals can give in health plans being able to contract with
all the physicians who have privileges or are actually under

contract with the hospital,” said Dupré. “We hope that will be
part of their contribution.” Shaw said that at Baton Rouge
General the physicians do make a good faith effort to contract
with the same networks as the hospital. “We put that in any of
our contracts we sign with those providers, because we know
if there’s a problem the patient is going to look back to us and
say it’s the Baton Rouge General’s fault and we don’t want to
have that happen. We try to avoid anything like that up front
when we are just starting our relationship with the provider.”
Shaw said that when the hospital signs contracts they make
every effort to make sure that whoever they are signing the
contract with does business with the same companies they do
business with. “We take that very seriously,” he said. Ramsey
said that OLOL also tries to ensure that meetings are set
between physicians contracted by the hospital and the insur-
ance networks of which the hospital is a part. “We have a man-
aged care department that negotiates on our behalf for the
Lake and our other hospitals. We are not allowed to negotiate
for these independent physicians,” said Ramsey. “That’s as far
as we can go, to get the meeting set up between the physi-
cians and the health insurance company.” He said that they

have long-standing relationships with most of the physician
groups so the groups understand that if the Lake has a certain
insurance contract, they need to work hard on contracting with
that company. Dupré said health plans actively try to recruit
these physicians; they are not just waiting on a complaint to
spur them. “It’s a constant objective on the part of the health
plans to try to get the rest of these physicians into a contract.
If a case comes up it might intensify the effort but health plans
don’t wait for those cases to come up,” he emphasized. “I think
it’s likely there’s been a contact with every physician group in
the state who practices at hospitals, hoping they would agree
to contract. You know it takes two parties to have an agree-
ment like that and usually the sticking point is the reimburse-
ment.”  

The hospitals say they can make every effort to
encourage physician groups to contract with the same insur-
ance networks, but they don’t feel they can force them.
Matessino said the LHA doesn’t think it is fair to force the

physicians to accept the rate of each insurance provider with-
out a chance to negotiate for themselves. Physicians don’t
want to contract with insurers because often they are agree-
ing to be paid less than what they think their service is worth,
said Matessino, the old “reasonable and customary”. “I’m try-
ing to figure out who ‘reasonable and customary’ are,” he said.
“You can go to just about every hospital around and you can’t
find those rates.” He indicated that a lot of the hospitals are
beginning to employ more and more of the physicians that
practice at their facilities, which makes out-of-network
charges a non-issue. But, he said, with an open medical staff
like the Lake or the General it’s a problem to tell them they
have to. “And in reality, the radiologists, anesthesiologists,
and pathologists are not the easiest people to recruit any-
more,” said Matessino. “If you take a rural hospital for exam-
ple, they are at the mercy of the doctors a lot of the time,
especially in Louisiana. We don’t want to do anything to cut off
our nose to spite our face.” Dr. Culotta agreed, “Many of the
major metropolitan hospitals will have requirements that say if
you are the exclusive provider of radiology, anesthesiology, or
pathology you must have everybody in every contract that the
hospital participates in. The small rural hospitals can’t do that.
They are lucky to get what they can get.” Ramsey indicated
that as a hospital he can’t force physicians to take contracts
that they don’t want and that it is usually not a matter of want-
ing, but a belief that they are not getting adequately reim-
bursed for the services that they provide. “These are inde-

I’m trying to figure out who “reasonable and customary”
are. You can go to just about every hospital around and
you can’t find those rates.  -John Matessino, LHA

The average
American,
when he gets
his health
insurance
card, really
believes that
the company is providing him
with a service he can use. He
doesn’t know all of the details
and he won’t find out some-
thing is not covered until he is
ready to go get it. It’s a prob-
lem.             

-Vincent Culotta, MD, LSMS

We use a set group of radiol-
ogists so it doesn’t really
matter who’s on call, it’s all
the same group. There’s not
really another option.  

-Bob Ramsey, OLOL
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pendent groups of physicians who make their own deci-
sion on whether or not they contract with an insurance
company. Dependent on what group of physicians they
are, they may be the only game in town,” he said.
Donelon said he recently learned from the LSMS that
some hospitals, “in addition to making available this
loophole for them to be paid above the contract rate
that 95 percent of their colleagues have agreed to, are
having to subsidize specialist groups in order to get
24/7 coverage. That was enlightening and will certainly
be discussed in our future meetings.”

Of course the sticking point on getting these
contracts signed is the true crux of the matter: reim-
bursement. “I know the anesthesiologists, radiologists,
and pathologists are the ones the Commissioner had
issues with,” said Matessino. “A lot of those people are
not signed up with a particular insurance company
because they don’t want to accept the rate that they put
up and hospitals can’t force them to accept that rate.
The hospitals do whatever they can to get coverage.”
Patterson agreed it is the physicians who are often
blamed for the balance billing issue. “The insurance
companies who failed to negotiate the proper rate with
that doctor have somehow escaped. You are not mad at
them, the regulators aren’t mad at them. They are mad
at the doctors for sending a bill. It’s just patently unfair.”
Dr. Culotta said that doctors need to offset the mandat-
ed losses they incur treating the uninsured and under-
insured under contract with the hospital, so they need

to be paid fairly. He also said that because of favored
nation clauses and Medicare requirements, the doctors’
hands are tied when a patient has trouble paying. “They
can’t discount their bill charges because then the other
insurance companies would complain because they all
have favored nation clauses requiring a certain rate.
Medicare could say ‘You now owe us money because
you are charging less for the services.’” said Culotta.
“It’s a unique creation of unintended consequences and
regulations, and it’s a problem around this state and,
quite frankly, around the nation. We have tried to sit
down with the insurance companies and we will contin-
ue to try.”

The insurance companies for their part, resist
paying billed charges from out-of-network physicians
because it is unfair to pay them more than the physi-
cians they have contracted with. “If a physician can be
paid more by not being in a network then why would he
ever agree to be in the network?” questioned Dupré.
That would lead to a disintegration of provider networks
and would exacerbate the current problem. Dupré feels

that the ideal goal is to have 100 percent participation in the
provider networks. Actually, according to Commissioner
Donelon, most are. It is just a handful that are the holdouts.
Donelon said that hospitals should do more to get physicians
under contract, insurers should be paying physicians better
so there is not a balance bill, and physicians should accept

what 95 percent of their colleagues throughout the state have
signed up to accept. 

One of the ideas for resolving this issue is setting a
standard reimbursement that everyone has to abide by. It’s an
idea that is strenuously resisted by both sides of the argu-
ment, because each is certain it will be at the disadvantage.
Patterson believes that if the state starts passing laws elimi-
nating these negotiations and fixing reimbursement levels, it
will create access problems. “If the state steps in and fixes
prices, one of the parties is not going to be happy. If the docs
are thrilled with the rate, then the insurance companies raise
their rates on the average consumer to pay the docs’ bills,”
explained Patterson. “On the other hand, if you set the rates
real low, then the insurance companies are happy, but the
docs aren’t and the social value there is the state of Louisiana
could thereby create another hurdle for keeping or acquiring
physicians. We can’t afford to do that.” He quoted statistics
from a former Tulane health scientist, who ironically we lost to
Baylor, who indicated that just to stay even, Louisiana must
recruit at least 100 physicians per year into the state, not just
keep the ones we train here. “If we start passing laws that
underpay docs, that creates another hurdle to that recruit-
ment and retention process. Then you have an access prob-
lem.” Matessino stressed that if new legislation is proposed,
and he’s sure it will be, he hopes physicians are given an
opportunity to negotiate their rates before it’s just forced on
them. 

The only person with no
leverage is the policyholder.

-Jim Donelon, DOI

I think it’s likely there’s been
a contact with every physi-
cian group in the state who
practices at hospitals, hop-
ing they would agree to con-
tract. You know it takes two
parties to have an agree-
ment like that and usually
the sticking point is the
reimbursement.

-Gil Dupré, LAHP
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Patterson believes a better solution would be to
address network adequacy rather than reimbursement
through statute. The general concept is if the insurance
company is going to have a network of providers then
that network must be adequate to serve all of the antici-

pated needs of their insured population. So if a health
plan says a certain hospital is in their network, and it is
reasonable to assume that some of the insured might go
there and require an anesthesiologist, a pathologist, or a
radiologist, the insurance company would have to
ensure that there were providers of those services in
their network. There would be no penalty or fine for fail-
ing to do that, but the insurance company would not be
able to contract with that hospital. The beauty of that
approach is it becomes in everyone’s best interest to
work on a solution. Obviously the insurers want to claim
all major hospitals as in-network so they can offer broad
coverage to their customers. Similarly if other area hos-
pitals are in-network, hospitals would want to remain
competitive and would be motivated to get all of their
physicians under that wing. And obviously physicians
would want to work at the hospitals that the patients with
insurance are frequenting. “There are lots of complexi-
ties and moving parts to a working network adequacy
law,” said Patterson, who pointed out that there would
have to be exceptions for rural hospitals as not all could
claim every type of specialist. “That’s why you go to the
table and negotiate those things, bring in the real world,
the operations people who work on that stuff, and you
craft good laws. If you have a good working network
adequacy law then that means that every hospital in
your network will have a radiologist, a pathologist in the
network and this problem goes away.” Patterson is con-
fident that a solution will be found soon. “There is histor-
ical precedent here in our state for the healthcare indus-
try working together to solve complex issues and we’re
willing to do that again.”

That is indeed the one thing all parties agree
on–that there is a problem, and they are willing to sit
down and try to find a resolution. “I think in the ‘off sea-
son’ between the legislative sessions, it’s going to
behoove hospitals and the healthcare insurers to come
together to try to come up with a plan or strategy,” said
Matessino. “The problem is, especially during a short
legislative session, it’s difficult to sit down and have
meaningful discussions with hospitals, insurers, and
physicians on how we work on this to come up with an
agreeable solution,” he said. “Emotions are high, com-
mittee hearings are coming up, and other things are
going on. It’s a serious issue that needs to be addressed
and we certainly plan to sit down and have discussions
before the next session.” Dupré agreed, saying, “This is
an issue that has been going on for a number of years
and we strongly believe needs to be resolved. I think that
is something there’s a lot of consensus on among the
legislators, the regulators, the healthcare stakeholders,
that consumers do need protection from these unexpect-
ed charges that sometimes come about when they’re
receiving services from a network hospital.” Dupré said
the health plans have always felt that the ultimate solu-
tion is to try to get all of the physicians in these various
specialties contracted with all the health plans. “That’s
the ultimate goal, but since we have not reached it yet
we have to look for some other resolution in order to pro-
tect the consumer.” He said this may include additional
disclosure and will also have to address what should be
paid for these services. “There’s been much more atten-
tion given to this issue recently and I think there’s going
to be a much greater push for a real solution instead of
something that works around the edges of the problem,”
said Dupré. Culotta, who indicated LSMS had already
scheduled meetings with the Insurance Commissioner,
was less optimistic. “I think that until some regulations
and some insurance contractual things change I don’t
know that we can resolve the issue.” While Donelon is
also discouraged that the practice will continue for at
least another year while these discussions continue, he
conceded that it’s not unusual for it to take many years
to get an issue to a point where it is finally addressed
successfully. “At some point it reaches critical mass,” he
said. “The one thing they can all agree on is they don’t
like me. My point to all three sides is I have to protect the
policyholders so let’s fix this. It’s getting loud enough that
the day is coming that this will be corrected.” Is there an
in-network doctor in the house? My head hurts.v

Sources: Konrad, Walecia, “How Not to Get Blindsided by Out-of-
Network Fees,” NY TIMES, Patient Money, February 14, 2009; Griggs,
Ted, “Out-of-network insurance bill withdrawn,” The Advocate, June 11,
2009; Rubenstein, Sarah, “A Costly Out-of-Network Surprise: What
Happens When Your Hospital Is In-Network, But the Anesthesiologist
Isn't?” Wall Street Journal Online, June 23, 2005.

If we start passing laws
that underpay docs, that
creates another hurdle to
that recruitment and
retention process. Then
you have an access prob-
lem.

-Dickie Patterson, Baker Donelson

Randall M. Olson has served as Lane Regional
Medical Center’s CEO since November of 2003 and
during his tenure, the hospital has experienced
tremendous growth. He is active in the Zachary
community, serving on the Chamber of Commerce
board of directors and as the incoming president of
the Zachary Rotary Club. In 2009 the Zachary
Chamber of Commerce named him Business
Person of the Year. Olson came to Lane from the
Olson Resource Group in Bristol, Tennessee, where
he maintains a second home. Olson is a diplomat of
the American College of Healthcare Executives.
During his career, he has served as chief executive
officer of hospitals in Tennessee, Virginia, South
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Minnesota and has
also been involved in various committees and at the
board level of the hospital associations in those
states. As a community activist, Olson has been
involved with many organizations including the
United Way, Rotary Club, and youth sports.



Smith W. Hartley: What was your objective with building a
new medical office building and have you been satisfied with
it?

Randy Olson: The main reason we built it was that as new
doctors were looking at Lane and this region for medical
office space, we really didn’t have a lot of good quality office
space to offer them. The last couple of doctors that we
brought in, we built small buildings just for them and we said,
“Well this is not real smart, let’s build something that we can
grow into over the next five to seven years.” We really start-
ed off with a two-story building and then we had some hospi-
tal needs that we thought we could put over there, so we
ended up building a three-story building. The footprint is a lit-
tle over 20,000 square feet, so about 60,000 square feet total,
and it’s a class A building. Some of our old medical buildings
were built in the 70s and 80s so they’re getting old and tired.
It’s not the best space to give the best impression for the
physicians that we are trying to recruit here.

As we developed it we saw the need for an outpatient diag-
nostic center, which we put in the northwest corner on the first
floor of that building. And that has really taken off well. It’s
something we are going to grow into and we probably have
commitments for well over 50 percent of the space already.

SWH: Along those lines, how do you compete with some of
the larger hospitals for specialty physicians out here?

Randy Olson: Initially our thought concept was to cooperate
and see if we could get Baton Rouge doctors to establish
practices out here. Like a satellite of theirs. We attempted to
do that with cardiology and the cardiology groups in Baton
Rouge that were already established really didn’t want to
cover another emergency department or another hospital
because of the manpower. I understood that, so our first
attempts were to have people that were in the region, that
kind of knew the market, that had patients from Zachary,
come here and see their patients and do things here, rather
than having the patients go into Baton Rouge. And again with
cardiology that didn’t work just the way we wanted so we
looked for another cardiology group that would do that and
were able to find them. 

Really what you need is somebody who’s committed to this
region rather than somebody that kind of splits loyalty
between here and Baton Rouge, because it’s hard.

SWH: Do you have enough primary care physicians?

Randy Olson: No. We see that as a need. When I came
here six years ago my focus was on specialty, orthopedics,
general surgery, Ob/Gyn, but now we are kind of backtrack-
ing, trying to backfill with pediatrics, family practice, internal
medicine, that kind of thing. We’re trying to get the gatekeep-
ers in a way.

SWH: Do you provide call pay for physicians?

Randy Olson: We do. For unassigned calls.

SWH: Do you have any ambitions to grow outside of this
Zachary-Baker area?

Randy Olson: Yes. As a matter of fact, we have been
approached by Central, as they are developing a city of their
own, to have more of a presence over there. Our hospital
service district is what we were set up with originally. Millage
was assigned to help support the beginning of Lane, but in
the course of the first few years that went away. So we don’t
have any tax support now at all. But our hospital service dis-
trict goes to the parish line up here (but not into East or West
Feliciana), to the Mississippi over here, to the Amite on the
other side, and then to Harding and Hooper Road. So really
if you think of it, half of Central is in our hospital service dis-
trict. Historically, I think a lot of people, because of where they
shop and eat, were looking for healthcare in Baton Rouge.
But it’s really very easy to get from Central to here coming the
back way. So as Central is developing, we’ve met with the
economic developer over there and Mac Watts, the mayor,
and they are asking for more of a presence from Lane over
there. We are looking at some objectives and what I’ve
offered to do is to meet with a task force of Central people to
see what else Lane can and should do over there. We have
a couple of ideas that might give more of a presence, but
what it will look like is a still a little fuzzy. 

We have also already made some connections with some

doctors over in New Roads and Pointe Coupee for when that
new bridge gets built. We’ll be helping them with patients
here and of course we have good relationships with the doc-
tors up in West Feliciana, even though we don’t have a pres-
ence up there.

SWH: Have you considered partnering with a larger hospital
system?

Randy Olson: We have. We’ve talked to the two larger sys-
tems in Baton Rouge, the General Health System and Our
Lady of the Lake. We’ve had lots of discussions of what we
can do cooperatively. We’re looking at some things, and it’s
probably too early to say, but I think there are some golden
opportunities for us there. Our goal is for the things that we
can do well, to try to offer that to our patients in this area so
they don’t have to go into Baton Rouge. Because as we all
know, it’s congested in the Essen and Bluebonnet area and
actually the mid-city area, too, so it’s hard for our patients if
they have to go down there quite a bit. Again, we are trying to
meet the needs or the demands of the people up here.

SWH: You have an emergency department here, but are
there any services you can’t provide, such as trauma?

Randy Olson: We do limited trauma. We see 30,000
Emergency Department patients a year and we take every-
thing that comes to us. There’s a new system called LERN,
Louisiana Emergency Response Network, and when an
ambulance goes to a scene and determines what the needs
are, they call the LERN center and they deploy them to wher-



ever they need to go. We get a lot of patients here that we have
to stabilize for things we can’t do. Neurosurgery is a good
example. We stabilize, we save their lives, and then when it’s
appropriate, we transfer them into Baton Rouge. We do see an
awful lot here, just about anything from small broken bones, to
major car accidents, to who knows what? 

SWH: What’s Lane’s stance on employed physicians and how
many do you have?

Randy Olson: We have four. It’s Zachary Family Practice, a
family practice group we have employed for 15 to 20 years. It
works very well, for them and for us. Of course they are very
busy; they’re one of the great family practice groups in Zachary.
They’ve been here for a long time and we are even trying to
grow them a bit more. There is a movement again in the indus-
try to employ more physicians and a lot of the young docs that
are coming out, the new generation, are looking for employ-
ment rather than setting up their own shingle. I guess we’re
open to it, but we’d prefer for them to be independent practition-
ers, because that’s the model I think works fairly well. But if nec-
essary, we’ll employ more as the need comes up.

SWH: With hurricane season upon us, what type of hurricane
preparedness has Lane engaged in?

Randy Olson: Actually we’ve done several drills in emergency
preparedness. One of them was for the H1N1 issue a few
months ago. And we’ve been looking at ways we can respond
to emergencies, especially major influxes. Last year for Gustav,
we lost power for five days in Zachary. Historically, over 30
years, there had never been a need for air conditioning
because the power had never been out that long. But last
September when Gustav hit it was a mess. We had to send
patients out and we ultimately got a large mobile generator that
was able to generate enough power to run the hospital and pro-
vide air conditioning. Well, we saw that could work, so on June
29, 2009 we had a mobile generator delivered here that’s going
to be parked here for the hurricane season. Hopefully we won’t
need it, but if we need power and air conditioning we can hook
up to that and we’ll be in great shape.

As far as that part is concerned, I think our employees and doc-
tors are very well attuned since we’ve had Katrina, Rita, Gustav,
Ike, and ones even before that. It think everybody’s pretty well-
versed in what they need to do. We’re very self-reliant. We
know what we need to get, how to do it, and we take care of
ourselves.

SWH: You have a real community type board. Can you speak
to that relationship and maybe some of the challenges in get-
ting some folks up to speed that probably aren’t used to govern-
ing hospitals?

Randy Olson: Because we are a hospital service district, the
board is actually appointed by the Metro Council of the parish.
Trey Welch is our Metro Council member here and he takes the
names of the people he thinks need to be members of the
board to the council. Usually because it’s his council district
they respect his approach to that. It’s very important for the
board members to be community people, kind of like who would
typically be the customers here, so they can do the things they
need to do to make sure the hospital is run for the people, their
peers. The concern is that this industry is so complex and so
different from what a lot of these people do in real life, it takes
a while for a person that is appointed to a board to become a
real active board member. I would say six months to a year.
They have four-year terms, but it takes six months to a year to
understand the reports we do and the finances and all that stuff.
But we spend a lot of time and effort on education. We want to
keep them up at a 15,000 to 20,000 foot level, not trying to
decide how many delivery trucks we need. Our board does a
fantastic job of staying at the level they need to. We brought
them to a lot of LHA training sessions, QHR training sessions,
and anything else statewide or nationally that they want to do.
So they really understand that and they understand, too, what
management or administration should be doing, and what they
as board members should be doing. 

I really feel good about our board. The chairperson right now is
a retired nurse from here so she knows the clinical side of
things; she knows what hospitals are all about. We’ve got one
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practicing doctor and we have finance people, accounting
people, people in education, somebody that works for the leg-
islature, so I think it’s a fairly well-rounded board. That’s
something that Trey Welch and I have talked about with future
board members, to make sure that we talk about the skill set,
not the individual. The board is very active in this. A lot of the
education effort has to be on the part of the CEO and I think
the more secure you are in the organization management the
more education you want to give to the board. They don’t real-
ly want to be involved with the stuff the CEO and senior man-
agement is involved in, they want to stay in policy, develop-
ment, and vision. This board has done an excellent job in
strategic planning and I think that’s a lot of the reason why
Lane has been able to do some of things it’s done in the last
four to six years. 

SWH: What types of changes are you anticipating you will
have to make with these proposed Medicaid and Medicare
cuts?

Randy Olson: There are probably three or four approaches.
One is efficiencies. We will try to make sure that every
expense we incur is well thought out and we’re as efficient as
we can be. Another one is looking at new services. What
other services are our community members going into Baton
Rouge or elsewhere for that we could or should provide, that
make sense for us to generate additional revenue for the
organization. Of course along with that is determining what

doctors we need. Because really a typical doctor, a general
surgeon or a family practice doctor, probably generates
somewhere between 1.5 to 3 million dollars a year for an
organization. As long as you don’t cut the pie any smaller, but
expand the pie, it doesn’t take long for these doctors who
work here to bring revenues that make a difference. So we
really want to do that. The other thing is we are always strate-
gizing on how to play by the rules for Medicare, Medicaid, and
other health insurance providers. To make sure when coding
to stay very current on the very best way to do all that stuff
because you can leave money on the table. You provide the
services, but if you don’t code it right or you don’t document it
right, you can lose that money or leave it behind. So at least
those approaches.

SWH: What are your personal plans? I understand your wife
still lives in Tennessee.

Randy Olson: We have elected to keep two houses; a house
in Zachary and a house in Bristol, Tennessee. We love it up
there and a lot of the reason for that is our children still live up
there. So she comes down here and I go up there. It’s differ-
ent from the norm but it really works well for us. I’m sort of a
workaholic and she’s a very independent person. I think ulti-
mately, probably when I think of retirement, we’ll go back up
near the children. But that’s not in the near future. As a mat-
ter of fact, the board has asked me for a moderately long term
contract and I’m fine with that. v
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STATE
DHH Participates in Flu Summit
Louisiana Department of Health and
Hospitals Secretary Alan Levine and
Governor’s Office of Homeland
Security and Emergency
Preparedness Director Mark Cooper
recently participated in the 2009 Flu
Summit, an all-day H1N1 flu prepared-
ness meeting and workshop with states
to further prepare the nation for the pos-
sibility of a more severe outbreak of
H1N1 flu in the fall. Federal, state, and
local officials, emergency managers,
educators, and others met in
Washington D.C. to discuss lessons
learned during the spring and summer
H1N1 wave, and best practices and pre-
paredness priorities for the fall and
beyond. Public health and infectious dis-
ease epidemiology experts from DHH
also participated via web conference.

Summit sessions included: 
• A H1N1 Situational Update from the
director of the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention
• Discussions on activities and priorities
for the U.S. departments of Health and
Human Services, Homeland Security,
and Education
• Panel discussions on school prepared-
ness, preparedness lessons learned
from states and localities, and risk com-
munications
• Breakout sessions for participants to
share their own lessons learned, case
studies and best practices.

Townsend Takes Over Top Post
In an unexpected move, Roxane A.
Townsend, MD has taken over as inter-
im CEO of LSU's Healthcare Services
Division. Michael K. Butler, MD, who
has been acting CEO for the last two
years, will continue as an LSU faculty
member and will lead LSU's Disease
Management programs. 

Governor Signs Bill Creating
Office of Behavioral Health 
Governor Bobby Jindal has signed
into law HB 837, which will improve and
strengthen the planning and delivery
system for mental health and addictive
disorder services. House Bill 837 (Mills)

creates the Office of Behavioral
Health within the Department of Health
and Hospitals by merging two existing
offices, the Office for Addictive
Disorders and the Office of Mental
Health. The bill consolidates the admin-
istrative and planning functions of the
two separate offices, while maintaining
the expertise and role of the addictive
disorder and mental illness practitioners.
It also preserves how professionals are
credentialed and licensed to treat addic-
tive disorders or mental illnesses. 

A 12-member advisory committee will be
formed to recommend a structure for
consolidation, mission and vision, per-
formance measures and expected out-
comes, strategy to maximize funding,
strategy to coordinate with local districts,
and strategy for workforce development.
The Office of Behavioral Health is
scheduled to be implemented in July
2010. This implementation is dependent
upon the Joint Health and Welfare
Committee’s approval of the advisory
committee’s final plan for implementa-
tion. The committee will disband after
DHH delivers a final status report on the
merger in 2011. 

New Orleans Hosts Cardiovascular
Horizons Conference 
The largest peripheral arterial disease
(PAD) medical conference and 4th
largest cardiovascular conference in the
nation, New Cardiovascular Horizons
(NCVH) was held in New Orleans in
July. NCVH is a multidisciplinary confer-
ence that encompasses the manage-
ment, treatment and evaluation of all
fields of medicine with a primary focus
on PAD and cardiovascular disease
(CVD). Dr. Craig Walker, founder, pres-
ident and medical director of
Cardiovascular Institute of the South
(CIS) in Houma, founded NCVH in 1999. 

The conference featured discussions on
the latest advancements in limb sal-
vage, podiatry, wound care, and periph-
eral arterial disease treatment as well as
catheterization lab advancements. This
year, renowned physicians from around
the world such as Julio Palmaz, MD,
the inventor of the coronary stent that
bears his name, and Edward Dietrich,
MD, the inventor of the sternal saw used
in open heart surgery, were scheduled
to present as faculty at the meeting.

Ochsner Ranked in Top 50
Ochsner Medical Center has been
ranked as one of the 50 “Best Hospitals
in America” in Heart & Heart Surgery,
Urology, and Ear, Nose and Throat
(ENT) in U.S. News & World Report's
2009-10 publication. Now in its 20th
year, the “America's Best Hospitals”
guide is the most extensive hospital
ranking to-date, evaluating 16 special-
ties: cancer; diabetes & endocrine disor-
ders; digestive disorders; ENT; geriatric
care; gynecology; heart and heart sur-
gery; kidney disorders; neurology and
neurosurgery; ophthalmology; orthope-
dics; psychiatry; rehabilitation; respirato-
ry disorders; rheumatology; and urology.
Rankings are predominantly driven by
hard data: reputation, death rate, patient
safety, and care-related factors such as
nursing and patient services. Ochsner
was ranked 40th in Urology, 45th in ENT,
and 48th in Heart & Heart Surgery. 

DHH Budget Finalized
The final SFY 09-10 budget for the
Department of Health and Hospitals,
including restorations made in HB881, is
$7,933,811,977. This does not include a
one-time special Medicaid payment of
$212,895,000 authorized by HB879 to
hospitals for uncompensated care and
hurricane-related losses. Not consider-
ing these one-time payments, the SFY
09-10 budget is $240,693,733 less than
the previous year–a 2.94 percent overall
decrease. After restorations made in
HB881, the final appropriation for the
Medicaid private provider program for
SFY 09-10 is $4,250,768,471. This is a
$179,624,183 or 4.05 percent decrease
from the previous year. Again, this does
not include the special one-time pay-
ment of $212,895,000 to hospitals.
When these one-time hospital payments
are included, the net Medicaid private
provider program expenditures will
increase by 0.75 percent. 

HB1 did contain  increases for four
provider categories: 

• Federal Qualified Health Centers $3.4
million (federally mandated increases) 
• Rural health clinics $11.1 million 
• Pharmacy benefits $17.8 million 
• Supports Waiver $1.2 million
HB881 provides for a further increase
beyond HB1 for the Supports Waiver
program of $437,384 and $7.72 million
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dollars to cover the uncompensated care
costs for public and private rural health
clinics and hospitals. Additionally, with
the signing of HB881 and SB247 into
law, DHH will be permitted to rebase
nursing home rates utilizing non-state
general fund dollars from the Elderly
Trust Fund– thereby providing an addi-
tional $102.8 million for nursing homes
that provide care for more than 25,000 of
Louisiana’s elderly. This rate rebasing
will offset HB1 nursing home reductions
of $67.3 million, and the net nursing
home expenditure will increase by $35.5
million without utilizing state general
fund dollars. Home health and family
planning services in HB1 remain rela-
tively stable (reductions of $430,276 and
$137,245 respectively). Additional
restorations to these provider categories
were not made in HB881.

HB881 contains $129,627,649 of addi-
tional restorations which the legislature
divided among 24 private provider cate-
gories. For example: An additional $3.1
million essentially holds stable the
EPSDT Screening and Early Diagnosis
program, which is targeted towards chil-
dren’s health, by limiting overall reduc-
tions to $405,000. Physician services
are restored $18.9 million which
decreases their overall reductions to
$28.7 million. DHH intends to prioritize
access to primary care as policy deci-
sions are made with regard to physician
expenditures. 

NOW services for people with develop-
mental disabilities are restored $10 mil-
lion which decreases their overall reduc-
tions to $30.5 million out of a total of
$362 million. Since SFY 03-04 the state
has doubled the size of the waiver in
terms of the number of people served.
The four years following SFY 03-04, the
average per-person cost increased by
roughly 28 percent. DHH will continue to
implement cost management strategies
to insure the continued viability of the
waiver, which is the lifeline and an alter-
native to institutional placement.
Intermediate Care Facilities for the
Developmental Disabled are restored
$11.3 million which decreases their over-
all reductions to $7 million. Hospital
inpatient services are restored $56.2 mil-
lion which decreases their overall reduc-
tions to $110 million. DHH will continue
to work with hospitals to minimize reduc-

tions to the outlier program which the
legislature did not fully restore. 

The budget changes for most provider
categories are the net result of projected
changes to utilization, efficiency, rates,
and other factors. For inpatient hospital
services, as an example, HB1 reduces
outlier payments to hospitals by $70 mil-
lion and includes $60.7 million of savings
obtained by decreasing unnecessary
hospital days by adopting national best
clinical practice standards in the
Medicaid program. $40 million of these
savings are then used to increase cer-
tain hospitals rates. HB881 then restores
$30.8 million for outlier payments and
$25.5 million of rate reductions. HB881
also includes a restoration of $300,000
to the Jefferson Parish Human
Services District and member amend-
ments of $1.14 million to the Office of
the Secretary, $361,720 to the Office
of Public Health, $469,380 to the
Office of Citizens with Developmental
Disabilities, and $275,000 for the
Office for Addictive Disorders.

LHCQF Will Help Establish Standard
of Care for Pediatric Brain Injury
The Louisiana Health Care Quality
Forum has been selected as
Louisiana’s Lead Center in the National
Pediatric Acquired Brain Injury Plan as
developed by The Sarah Jane Brain
Project (SJBP). The Quality Forum will
assist the SJBP by bringing together
healthcare professionals from around
the state in a collaborative effort to iden-
tify opportunities within Louisiana to
implement the national plan. As a Sarah
Jane Brain Family Center of Excellence,
the Quality Forum, with funding from
NIH, would manage the collaborative
efforts in researching and establishing a
system of care in Louisiana. The system
will standardize acute care for pediatric
acquired/traumatic brain injury (PA/TBI)
during field-side assessment, ER triage
and stabilization, critical and acute care
management in hospital and rehabilita-
tion based on state-of-the-art evidence.
This standardized approach would
encapsulate all areas of healthcare
delivery and health care personnel edu-
cation and training. 

Pediatric acquired/traumatic brain
injuries include all traumatic causes plus
brain injuries caused by brain tumors,

strokes, meningitis, insufficient oxygen,
poisoning, ischemia and substance
abuse. PA/TBI takes into consideration
and includes injuries of individuals rang-
ing in age from birth to 25 years old,
since the brain undergoes physiological
developmental changes into the third
decade of life. PTBI is the leading cause
of death and disability for children and
young adults in the United States. More
than 5,000 deaths occur annually due to
PA/TBI, more than 17,000 annually suf-
fer from permanent disability due to
PTBI, and more than one million are
hospitalized each year.

The Sarah Jane Brain Foundation is a
non-profit organization whose mission is
to assist in the research of new develop-
ments for children suffering from pedi-
atric acquired brain injury and the reha-
bilitation of these children. The
Foundation is named after 3 year-old
Sarah Jane Donohue, who was shaken
by her baby nurse when she was only 5
days old breaking three ribs, both collar-
bones and causing a severe brain injury. 

DHH Offers Grant to Improve
Primary Health Care Services
The Department of Health and
Hospitals’ Bureau of Primary Care
and Rural Health is offering grants to
medically underserved, rural and urban
areas to expand access to primary care
services. Under the Community-Based
and Rural Health Program Grant individ-
ual awards of up to $75,000 are avail-
able to public and non-profit groups
located in rural areas, health profession-
al shortage areas or areas identified in
Act 162 from the 2002 First
Extraordinary Session of the Louisiana
Legislature. Act 162 is a bill aimed at
impacting healthcare in Louisiana’s rural
and urban underserved communities,
and outlines a strategic plan for increas-
ing access to and the quality of care in
these areas.

Proposed projects should expand,
enhance or strengthen access to quality
primary care services or school-based
health centers. Priority will be given to
projects that demonstrate components
of the medical home system of care
such as evidence-based, patient-cen-
tered care; coordination of care across
multiple providers; disease manage-
ment; quality improvement initiatives;

and health information technology. A
maximum of $30,000 is available for
capital improvements, equipment, and
technology regardless of the project’s
focus.

More Help for Underserved Areas 
The federal government plans to expand
investments in pay incentives for doctors
and other healthcare professionals to
work in Health Professional Shortage
Areas throughout the country, including
here in Louisiana. Provided by the
National Health Service Corps Loan
Repayment Program, the $200 million
initiative will provide up to $50,000 in
tax-free incentive payments to health-
care workers who agree to provide their
services for two years in areas experi-
encing healthcare shortages. Louisiana
has 170 openings at National Health
Service Corps community sites that
need to be filled. 

The National Health Service Corps
recruits fully trained health professionals
who agree to provide healthcare servic-
es in underserved areas. In return, the

program assists in the repayment of
qualifying educational loans that are still
owed. Applications are currently being
accepted for physicians, nurse practi-
tioners, midwives, physician assistants,
dentists, dental hygienists, psycholo-
gists, licensed clinical social workers,
psychiatric nurse specialists, marriage
and family therapists, and licensed pro-
fessional counselors. Of the 64 parishes
in Louisiana, 53 of them are entirely des-
ignated as shortage areas for primary
care providers and 10 others are partial
shortage areas. Fifty-three healthcare
providers in Louisiana are currently par-
ticipating in the National Health Service
Corps Loan Repayment Program. More
than 3,300 are participating nationwide. 

Nicotine Replacement
Therapy Promotion Kicks Butts
More than 5,600 Louisiana tobacco
users received free medication this
spring to help overcome their addiction
to tobacco. The initiative was part of a
statewide promotion to assist with tobac-
co cessation by providing a month’s sup-
ply of nicotine replacement therapy

patches to residents trying to quit tobac-
co products. The promotion was funded
by the Louisiana Department of
Health and Hospitals’ Tobacco
Control Program and the Louisiana
Campaign for Tobacco-Free Living.
Citizens who called the State’s Tobacco
Quitline at 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-
784-8669) received free nicotine
replacement therapy patches and ces-
sation counseling.

CIS Also Ousts Tobacco
To promote healthy lifestyles,
Cardiovascular Institute of the South
(CIS) became a tobacco-free campus as
of Wednesday, July 1, 2009. The new
policy means that the use of all tobacco
products will be prohibited on property
owned by or under full control of CIS.
CIS implemented the policy to protect
non-smokers from secondhand smoke
and to encourage both patients and
employees to improve their health. 

EPA Awards $43 million in
Stimulus Funds for Louisiana
The U. S. Environmental Protection
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Agency has awarded approximately
$43 million in stimulus funds to
Louisiana. These funds, provided
through the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009, will assist
state and local governments to finance
many of the overdue improvements to
wastewater systems and will help fund
green projects. These funds will support
55 municipalities in the State covering
forty-two parishes. Cumulatively, the
projects will serve more than 216,000
Louisiana citizens.

Help Drive Out Cancer
The American Cancer Society is look-
ing for volunteers to drive patients to and
from their cancer treatments. If you can
spare as little as one afternoon a month,
call the American Cancer Society at
(225) 767-7197 or 1-800-ACS-2345.

Louisiana Falling Short on Policies to
Prevent and Fight Cancer
According to a new report developed by
the American Cancer Society Cancer
Action Network (ACS CAN), the advo-
cacy affiliate of the American Cancer
Society, Louisiana is falling short in its
legislative efforts to combat cancer. How
Do You Measure Up?: A Progress
Report on State Legislative Activity to
Reduce Cancer Incidence and Mortality
evaluates each state’s legislative activity
on six issues key to winning the fight
against cancer. How Do You Measure
Up? details state efforts around health-
care coverage, prevention and quality of
life measures. The report measures
state policies (as a result of a legislative
vote or a ballot initiative) on six specific
issues: breast and cervical cancer early
detection program funding; access to
care for the uninsured; colorectal
screening coverage laws; smoke-free
laws; pain management; and tobacco
taxes. 

A color-coded system is used to identify
how well a state is doing. Green repre-
sents the benchmark position with well-
balanced policies and good practices;
yellow indicates moderate movement
toward the benchmark and red shows
where states are falling short. In addition
to the specific areas that were rated, the
report also examines how states are
measuring up on issues such as the

affordability of health coverage on the
individual market or through Medicaid
for low-income populations. It also
details state efforts to fund tobacco pre-
vention and cessation programs and as
well as state investments in nutrition and
physical activity promotion.
How Lousiana measures up:
Breast and Cervical Cancer Early
Detection Program Funding - Yellow

• The Uninsured - Red
• Colorectal Screening 

Coverage Laws  - Green
• Smoke-free Laws - Yellow
• Pain Management - Red
• Tobacco Taxes - Red. 

Chronic Care Management Program
Targets Better Outcomes
Louisiana residents with chronic illness
who are enrolled in Medicaid will soon
have greater help managing their condi-
tions, thanks to new program innova-
tions the Department of Health and
Hospitals is moving forward. The
Chronic Care Management Program
is a statewide Medicaid quality improve-
ment initiative that will create a more
coordinated system of care to help indi-
viduals with chronic conditions such as
asthma, diabetes and congestive heart
failure to better control their illnesses,
resulting in better health outcomes and
cost containment throughout the sys-
tem. Additional illness diagnoses will be
added as the program is implemented. 
The Chronic Care Management
Program will also reduce unnecessary
hospitalizations and emergency room
visits. Louisiana has one of the highest
rates of avoidable hospitalizations in the
country. The program will identify people
“at risk” for high use of medical service
based on their illnesses and the care
typically required to remain healthy. All
eligible Medicaid members meeting the
specified criteria will be enrolled in the
program with the option to participate or
decline services. Individuals choosing to
participate will receive an initial health
screening and assessment. 

Licensed health care professionals, or
“care managers,” will support the care
plans for each enrollee as ordered by
their physician, and will provide assis-
tance and education related to medica-

tion management, access to their physi-
cian, self-monitoring and best practices
for management of chronic conditions. A
call center will provide 24-hour health-
related support, while information tech-
nology will be used to help improve
reporting of real-time test results, reduce
unnecessary visits, and ensure appro-
priate interventions.

DHH has released a request for propos-
als to select a contractor to administer
the program. The contractor will use pre-
dictive modeling to identify individuals
for participation in the Chronic Care
Management Program, provide outreach
and education on chronic illness, devel-
op and implement physician-driven
plans of care, perform assessments,
and provide counseling and monitoring.
The contractor also will provide face-to-
face and telephonic disease manage-
ment for participants, and maintain a toll-
free call line. 

Dr. Fail Nominated to Serve on Board
for Society of Cardiovascular
Computed Tomography 
Dr. Peter Fail, interventional cardiologist
for Cardiovascular Institute of the
South (CIS), has been nominated to
serve as Director at Large on the Board
of Directors for The Society of
Cardiovascular Computed
Tomography. If approved by general

membership, his term would run from
July 2009 through July 2012. Dr. Fail is
the computed tomography (CT) medical
director for CIS and the medical director
of interventional trials for the CIS
Clinical Research Corporation. He
was instrumental in the development of
the CIS CT program and has been criti-
cal to the program's ongoing success.
Dr. Fail is board certified in internal med-
icine, cardiovascular disease and inter-
ventional cardiology. He is level three
certified in the cardiovascular CT expe-
rience program. Dr. Fail is also a fellow
of the American College of
Cardiology, the American College of
Chest Physicians, the American
College of Physicians and a member
of the American Medical Association. 

LOCAL
CIS Welcomes Two to Zachary
Cardiovascular Institute of the South
(CIS) recently announced the addition of
Dr. Deepak Thekkoott, interventional
cardiologist, and Ben Boudreaux,
Office Manager, to the Zachary team.

A native of Baton Rouge, Ben
Boudreaux has a Bachelor’s Degree in
health service administration from Our
Lady of the Lake College. He has
worked at Our Lady of the Lake
Regional Medical Center for four
years.

Prior to joining the Zachary team, Dr.
Thekkoott worked for CIS in Opelousas.
A native of India, Dr. Thekkoott is board
certified in internal medicine, nuclear
cardiology, echocardiography, cardio-
vascular disease and interventional car-
diology.  He completed his Bachelor of
Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery in
Kerala, India where he also received his
Doctorate in Medicine. After receiving
his cardiology diploma from the
Imperial College of Medicine
(Hammersmith Hospital) in London
and completing his membership of the
Royal College of Physicians of the
United Kingdom (MRCP), Dr.
Thekkoott began his postgraduate train-

ing in New York at Maimonides
Medical Center.  There he completed
his internal medicine residency, cardiol-
ogy fellowship, and interventional cardi-
ology fellowship.  He also received cer-
tification from the Lenox Hill Heart and
Vascular Institute of New York in the
second level of Cardiovascular
Computed Tomography (CT)
Angiography.  

New Faces at Vascular Associates 
Vascular Associates recently named
Naomi Nelson as Chief Operating
Officer for the practice of Vascular
Specialty Associates, Vascular
Associates Laboratory, Vascular
Associates Clinical Research
Division, Total Vein Care of

Louisiana, and Surgisys. The group
also announced the association of two
new physicians, Dr. Victor Q. Tran and
Dr. Joseph M. Griffin.

Dr. Tran joins the group from New York,
where he completed his Fellowship in
Vascular Surgery from Maimonides
Medical Center. He is a graduate of
Yale University and University of
Texas Health Science Center in San
Antonio, Texas. He completed his resi-
dency and internship in General Surgery
at St. Luke’s Roosevelt Hospital in
New York and is certified by the
American Board of Surgery.

Dr. Griffin is a native of Galliano,
Louisiana. He completed his undergrad-

uate studies at Louisiana Tech
University and earned his medical
degree from Ross University School
of Medicine in Dominica, West Indies.
He completed his surgical residency
and vascular surgery fellowship at LSU-
New Orleans and is certified by the
American Board of Surgery. His wife, Dr.

Evelyn Griffin, is an established
OB/GYN physician at Ochsner Medical
Center here in Baton Rouge. v
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Health Care Reform Must Address
Contributing Factors to Rising Costs

by: Bill Cassidy, MD

U.S. Congressman

he fundamental challenges facing our
health care system are skyrocketing
costs that limit access to quality care.

Neither blind hope, nor knee-jerk hostil-
ity can lower health care costs. We

must address the specific causes of
what drives them higher.

McKinsey & Co. explains that rising
health care costs are caused by (1) the
growing incidence of chronic disease,
which consumes a rapidly growing por-
tion of total health care spending; (2)
systemic barriers to value-conscious
decision-making, like the ban on trans-
parency in medical pricing and other
market distortions that undermine 

T
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economically rational behavior; and (3)
excessive administrative overhead, which,
according to the American Academy of
Family Physicians, consumes 40% of the
average primary care physician’s costs.

On all three scores, the House Democrats’
health care bill fails.

At its core, the Democrats’ proposal is a
thinly-veiled attempt to nationalize health
care. It expands Medicaid, which is bank-
rupting states, and Medicare, which is bank-
rupting the federal government, while creat-
ing a third entitlement program, which they
call the “public option.”

Layering a third bureaucracy on top of two
bankrupt bureaucracies will not lower costs.
It will raise overall health care costs, accord-
ing to the Congressional Budget Office.

While caring for the uninsured in Louisiana’s
public hospital system, I learned an axiomat-
ic truth about government and health care:
government overpromises, underfunds, and
patient care suffers. This is true of
Louisiana’s Charity Hospital System. This is
true of Medicaid and Medicare. This will be
true of the “public option.”

Rather than creating a new bureaucracy and
labeling it “reform,” we should reform health
care by combating what drives costs higher.

McKinsey & Co. also reports that the annual
cost of chronic disease management is
$100 billion and rising. Much of this can be
attributed to behavior and lifestyle, such as
smoking and obesity.

The grocery chain Safeway provides a
model for what works to reduce the rising
cost of chronic disease. By offering employ-
ees discounts on insurance premiums in
exchange for becoming healthier, Safeway

has held health care costs flat, while most
other companies have witnessed costs
increase by nearly 40%.

As McKinsey & Co. puts it, “health care con-
sumers … find it extraordinarily difficult to
discern or even define the benefits available
at any given price and from any given
provider and therefore cannot compare
them. In no other industry are service attrib-
utes and prices so opaque.”

Unless patients are empowered with control
over health care dollars and health care
decisions, along with the information they
need to make educated choices, health care
costs cannot be controlled – unless they are
rationed.

Health care reform should encourage
greater use of Health Savings Accounts,
which are 30% less expensive than tradi-

tional insurance premiums and incentivize
value-conscious decisions by giving patients
direct control over health care spending.

Health Savings Accounts are also a useful
tool for reducing excessive administrative
overhead. In most medical practices, money
and energy that should be directed to treat-
ing patients is spent billing insurance com-
panies, Medicare, and Medicaid for reim-
bursement. Health Savings Accounts signif-
icantly reduce administrative costs by cut-
ting out the middleman and allowing patients
to contract directly with doctors

In other words, the closer we get to patient-
directed health care, the further health care
costs will fall, and the more accessible qual-
ity care will become. v

Source:  http://www.mckinseyquarterly.com/ Three_imperatives
_for_improving_US_health_care_2274
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by: Shannon Robshaw, MSW, Executive Director
Louisiana Health Care Quality Forum 

Quality Improvement Requires Investment,
Commitment At All Levels

ver 165 organiza-
tions from across
the country and
the health care
spectrum have
endorsed a set of
r e c o m m e n d a -
tions calling for a
federal commit-

ment to quality
measurement and

improvement. Stand
for Quality, a diverse

coalition of stakeholders
was formed to promote health

care quality with the goal of ensuring that reform not only
expands coverage, but improves the care patients receive.
The Louisiana Health Care Quality Forum and the Louisiana
Health Care Review have both joined Stand for Quality
because of the recognition of the important role that quality
improvement must play in health care reform efforts.

The Stand for Quality stakeholders believe that effective

performance measurement as part of quality improvement
initiatives is key to the success of reform efforts and will
make an enormous difference for patients and their families.
Reform efforts focused only on expanding coverage will not
be successful if they do not also address quality and afford-
ability. Federal reform must include fundamental improve-
ments in the healthcare delivery system that achieve afford-
able, safe, high-quality care for every patient.

Stand for Quality issued its report: Building a Foundation for
High Quality, Affordable Health Care: Linking Performance
Measurement to Health Reform in March of this year. The fol-
lowing recommendations are excerpted from the report:

• We must improve quality in health care and make it more
affordable:

Dramatic changes are needed to fix our health care system.
Piecemeal approaches that do not build toward comprehen-
sive reform will not suffice. Important elements of reform
include: expanding coverage and access to all; reforming
payments to promote value; increasing use of health infor-
mation technologies; supporting clinicians’ efforts to re-engi-

neer care; and engaging patients in making better choices and
managing their health conditions.

• Performance measurement is a core building block to pro-
vide high quality, affordable care:

Information that is grounded in good evidence will support
quality improvement, payment reform, and enable better clini-
cal and consumer decision-making. This information can tell
us which care is leading to better outcomes; which treatment
options are more cost effective; and which health plans, hos-
pitals and clinicians are delivering safe, high quality, affordable
care.

• Public investments are needed to support the performance
measurement, reporting, and improvement enterprise. The
areas of needed public support are: 

1)Priority setting, measurement endorsement and mainte-
nance, and evaluation of the efficacy of measures used for
improvement; 2)Development of measures to fill critical gaps
in areas such as outcomes, episodes of care, and cost of care;
3) Support the expanded collection of performance informa-
tion; 4)  Support research to better understand which quality
improvements make the biggest difference in helping clini-
cians, hospitals, and others deliver higher quality, more afford-
able care. 

• We should build upon the existing public-private perform-
ance measurement, reporting, and improvement enterprise: 

In recent years, vital public-private partnerships have begun to
establish a foundation and become essential to the perform-
ance measurement, reporting, and improvement enterprise,
including the network of regional and local multi-stakeholder
collaboratives engaged in collecting performance information
and improving quality.

• Investment in health information technology should be linked
to improving care: 

The link between HIT and performance measurement must be
planned and strategic. We should ensure that public and pri-
vate investments in HIT appropriately support delivery at the
point of care, improvement, and quality measurement. 

• Performance measurement must be dramatically expanded,
but measurement alone is not enough: 

We must make sure that clinicians and facilities can take
advantage of the information and have effective assistance to
improve performance. 

This national-level coalition effort is consistent with the work
underway here in Louisiana, both within state government and
in the larger community of health care stakeholders. As nation-
al reform efforts progress, it will be critically important that
implementation is responsive to the needs and strengths of
states and local communities. The failure of past efforts to
reform the health care system are often associated with the
lack of support among the full spectrum of stakeholders in the
health care industry as well as the absence of local, grass-
roots support for needed reforms. We need to expand efforts
to foster greater use of performance information to support
clinical improvements and the delivery of more cost effective
care; expand public reporting; and expand the use of perform-
ance information to promote changes in payment to promote
value. Local multi-stakeholder collaboratives should be the
locus of the measurement, reporting, and improvement activi-
ties. Local health care stakeholders must be engaged to help
develop consensus about needed health care reforms, and to
serve as laboratories for testing/implementing key health care
reform initiatives.

By expanding the federal investment in the performance
measurement, reporting, and improvement enterprise, as
called for by the Stand for Quality coalition, we can work
through local communities and stakeholders to improve care
and lower costs, and, ultimately, achieve the goal of making
high quality, affordable health care available to
all. v

O
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Baton Rouge General First to
Receive Breast Center Accreditation
Pennington Cancer Center at Baton Rouge General
has been granted full three-year accreditation by
the National Accreditation Program for Breast
Centers (NAPBC), a program administered by the
American College of Surgeons. Baton Rouge
General earned a perfect score by complying with
all 27 standards outlined by the NAPBC.
Accreditation by the NAPBC is given to those cen-
ters that have voluntarily committed to provide the
highest level of quality breast care and that under-
go a rigorous evaluation process and review of their
performance. During the survey process,
Pennington Cancer Center demonstrated achieve-
ment of the standards established by NAPBC for
screening, diagnosis and treatment of women who
are diagnosed with the full spectrum of breast dis-
ease. The standards include proficiency in the
areas of:  center leadership, clinical management,
research, community outreach, professional educa-
tion, and quality improvement. 

NAPBC-accredited centers offer a complete range
of state-of-the-art services and equipment; a multi-
disciplinary team approach to coordinating the best
available treatment options; information about
ongoing cancer clinical trials and new treatment
options; access to prevention and early detection
programs; cancer education, and support services;
and ongoing monitoring and improvements in can-
cer care. The Woman’s Center at Baton Rouge
General offers comprehensive breast health servic-
es including screening and diagnostic digital mam-
mography, high resolution breast ultrasound,
stereotactic and ultrasound guided breast biopsy,
and bone density studies.
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Woman’s Hospital and
Baton Rouge Clinic Provide
Cardiovascular Women’s Wellness Program
In an effort to provide women the needed screenings and
services to combat heart disease, Woman’s Hospital and the
Baton Rouge Clinic have developed herheart, the area’s first
comprehensive cardiovascular wellness program designed
especially for women. The primary aim is to help women clar-
ify their risks for cardiovascular disease and take steps to
avoid it. 

Standard risk assessments are heavily weighted on the age
of the individual being tested. For women, this has become
detrimental to their health. One screening method which will
be used in the herheart program is carotid intima media
thickness (CIMT). CIMT determines a person’s “vascular
age” and appropriately assigns her to her risk and treatment
category, thus helping to detect cardiovascular risk where
other screening methods have fallen short. Woman’s
Hospital and the Baton Rouge Clinic will be the only provider
offering CIMT to the women of Baton Rouge and the sur-
rounding community. 

The CIMT test consists of a painless, non-invasive ultra-
sound measurement of the thickness of the wall of the
carotid arteries. The ultrasound accurately measures the
layer of the carotid artery where atherosclerosis develops.
The carotid arteries provide a window to the coronary arter-
ies. Increased thickness correlates with increased risk for

heart attack and stroke. By examining the carotid artery wall,
atherosclerosis can be identified in much earlier stages,
when preventive measures are most effective. 

Housed at Woman’s Center for Wellness at Bluebonnet and
Jefferson Highway, the herheart program combines state-of-
the-art cardiovascular risk assessment with a multi-faceted
approach to diet and improved fitness. Women who should
consider the herheart assessment are age 40-75 with any of
the following: 
• Family history of heart attack or stroke 
• Use of tobacco 
• Elevated cholesterol or low HDL cholesterol (<50 mg/dL) 
• High blood pressure 
• Metabolic syndrome 
• Ongoing hormone replacement therapy 
• Poor dietary habits 
• Physical inactivity 
• Upper body obesity 

Ann Fann Named
Director of Retail Operations
Ann Fann has been named Director of Retail Operations for
Baton Rouge General and General Health System. Fann
previously owned and operated a children’s retail store in
Greenwood, Mississippi, The Sweet Pea, and served as
Executive Director for Main Street Greenwood, Inc., an
organization promoting historic preservation and revitaliza-
tion of the downtown historic district of the community. Fann
is a graduate of Louisiana State University where she

received a Bachelor of Science degree in Merchandising.
She also attended Belmont University and earned a
Master’s degree in Business Administration. 

Local Hospitals Receive 2008
Louisiana Hospital Quality Awards
Louisiana Health Care Review (LHCR), the Medicare
quality improvement organization for Louisiana, recently
announced its 2008 Louisiana Hospital Quality Awards.
LHCR established the awards to recognize Louisiana hos-
pitals that successfully implement quality initiatives to
improve patient care in the hospital setting, specifically in
the areas of acute myocardial infarction (heart attack),
heart failure, pneumonia, and surgical care. The Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services have designated
these clinical topics as national healthcare priorities. Local
hospitals receivingthe awards included: 

Baton Rouge General Medical Center Bronze
Earl K. Long Medical Center Silver
Greater Baton Rouge Surgical Hospital Platinum
Lane Regional Medical Center Gold
Ochsner Medical Center-BR Gold

Our Lady of the Lake RMC Gold
St. Elizabeth Hospital Bronze
Surgical Specialty Hospital Platinum
Woman's Hospital Platinum

BR General Names Director
of Contracts and Risk Management
Corey Doughty has been named Director of Contracts and
Risk Management for Baton Rouge General, First Care
Physicians, and General Health System. Corey was for-
merly the Legal/Safety/Human Resources manager for
Gas, and Supply. Doughty also previously served as an
associate attorney for Stockwell, Sievert, Viccellio,
Clements, and Shaddock, LLP. He is a graduate of Paul
M. Hebert Law Center of Louisiana State University where
he received a Juris Doctorate Degree. He also received a
Bachelor of Science Degree from Southeastern Louisiana
University.

Dr. Birke Receives National Diabetes
Award for Outstanding Contributions
Dr. James A. Birke, PT, PhD, was honored with the Roger
Pecoraro Lectureship from the American Diabetes
Association (ADA) at the ADA’s 69th Scientific Sessions,
the world’s largest diabetes meeting, in New Orleans.
Clinical researchers are selected for this award based on
their outstanding contributions to the knowledge and treat-
ment of the diabetic foot.

Director of Rehabilitation Services at the LSU Health
Sciences Center and the LSU Diabetes Foot Program at
Earl K. Long Medical Center in Baton Rouge, Dr. Birke
has specialized in the treatment of neuropathic foot prob-
lems for the past 27 years. He is a retired captain in the
United States Public Health Service, serving as the direc-
tor of the Physical Therapy and Foot Program at the
National Hansen’s Disease Center in Carville. The Roger

Pecoraro Lectureship is given in memory of Roger
Pecoraro for his scientific contributions and

untiring commitment to improving the
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Francis Medical Center in Monroe, where he practiced
adult and pediatric neurosurgery. Prior to his practice in
Monroe, he served for three years in the United States Air
Force as staff neurosurgeon at Keesler Air Force Base in
Mississippi. Dr. Molloy also served as the Medical Director
and Chapter Founder of the Northeast Louisiana chapter
of THINK FIRST, a national program designed to encour-
age brain injury prevention.

Dr. Molloy is a graduate of the George Washington
University School of Medicine in Washington, D.C., and
completed his residency at the University Hospitals of
Cleveland in Cleveland, Ohio. He will be joining Dr. Gary
C. Dennis, FACS, at Baton Rouge Neurosurgical
Associates, a part of General Health System’s Community
of Caring network of physicians

Governor Jindal Signs Bill to Compensate
Hospitals for Hurricane-related Losses
Governor Bobby Jindal has signed into law a bill, HB 879,
which will compensate the state’s hospitals for hurricane-
related losses over the last few years and will cover costs
for treating uninsured patients, also called “uncompensat-
ed care.” The legislation will compensate hospitals more
than $212 million for hurricane-related losses which have
been a severe problem for hospitals in the southern part of
the state since August and September 2005, when

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita devastated several parishes’
medical infrastructure. Hospitals suffered additional losses
last fall as a result of hurricanes Gustav and Ike. 

The uncompensated care costs to hospitals are an ongo-
ing problem that affects facilities statewide.
Uncompensated care takes place when hospitals provide
care for patients without insurance or other financial
means to pay for their care. HB 879 authorizes a one-time,
special Medicaid payment to hospitals statewide for their
uncompensated care costs (UCC) and hurricane-related
losses. The total includes $170 million to hospitals in New
Orleans and Jefferson Parish for hurricane relief; $18 mil-
lion to other hospitals along the coast and the Northshore
of Lake Pontchartrain for hurricane relief; $7.9 million for
rural hospitals statewide to help offset reductions in the
UCC pool for services to the uninsured; and $17 million for
hospitals throughout the state to reset their UCC rates, so
that, for the first time, they are at the same level as New
Orleans and Lake Charles.  

Dr. Karla Pope Joins Mid City Urgent Care
and Occupational Health Clinic
Dr. Karla Pope is now practicing at the Mid City Urgent
Care and Occupational Health Clinic, located at 3870
Convention Street. Dr. Pope is a graduate of Baton Rouge
General’s Family Medicine Residency Program and

understanding of diabetic foot complications. More than
13,000 top scientists, physicians, and other healthcare
professionals from around the world shared the latest
research, treatment recommendations, and advances
toward a cure for diabetes at the Sessions.

Miller to Head Internal Audit & Compliance
Kendall “Ken” Miller, CPA, CIA, has been named director of
internal audit and compliance officer for Baton Rouge
General and General Health System. Most recently, Miller
served as Director of Internal Audit for Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Mississippi. Miller serves as the organization’s
privacy officer responsible for administering the compli-
ance program and Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) programs and policies, as well
as managing the internal audit function. Miller has 15 years
experience working for organizations in Mississippi, with a
majority of his experience focused on internal audit. He is
a graduate of Mississippi College and is a Certified Internal
Auditor and a Certified Public Accountant.

Internal Giving Campaign at
Mary Bird Perkins Sets New Record
With almost 100% participation, employees and volunteers
at all Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center (MBP) locations
generously donated over $34,000 during the Center’s
2009 Rays of Healing Campaign, setting a new record for

employee and volunteer giving. The campaign took place
during May and was conducted by a committee of MBP
employees. Leading the committee were co-chairs Brent
Parker, PhD, one of MBP’s academic medical physicists,
and Crissy Michel, a computed tomography (CT) technolo-
gist. 

Just as donors are able to designate what their donations
support, Rays of Healing participants were given this same
option. Gifts could be made to either the Center’s Fight
Against Cancer or the Patient Services Fund, or both. The
campaign raised $17,000 to support the Center’s Fight
Against Cancer. These gifts will help fund MBP’s medical
physics academic research program and the CARE
Network’s awareness and education efforts, as well as its
outreach programs which include free cancer screenings
throughout communities in southeast Louisiana. Another
$17,000 was raised to support the Patient Services Fund
which helps patients in need receive treatment and
removes barriers that might prevent these patients from
keeping their appointments.

Molloy Joins Baton Rouge
Neurosurgical Associates
Dr. Gerald Molloy has been named a partner with Baton
Rouge Neurosurgical Associates, located at 3401 North
Blvd., in Baton Rouge. Dr. Molloy was previously with St.



served as Chief Resident while enrolled in the program.
She completed an additional family medicine residency
at the University of Wyoming and graduated from St.
Matthew’s University’s School of Medicine in Grand
Cayman.

Dr. Pope is a member of the American Academy of
Family Physicians and American Academy of Hospice
and Palliative Medicine. The Mid City Urgent Care and
Occupational Health Clinic is a part of General Health
System’s Community of Caring network of physicians.  

Our Lady of the Lake Earns Highest Level
Recognition for Performance Excellence
Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center has been
recognized with the 2008 Level III Louisiana
Performance Excellence Award given by the Louisiana
Quality Foundation. The Level III Louisiana
Performance Excellence Award is the highest honor
awarded by the Louisiana Quality Foundation and
earned by organizations for outstanding results in key
focus areas including: organizational leadership, strate-
gic planning, customer focus, workforce focus, process
management, as well as measurement and analysis.

The Louisiana Performance Excellence Award is a
statewide award based on the Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award criteria recognizing quality lead-

ership and performance excellence in education, gov-
ernment, manufacturing, service industries, healthcare,
and non-profit organizations. Organizations that apply to
be considered for this award do so under one of three
levels. Level I applicants are in the early stages of per-
formance improvement and are judged on their organi-
zational profile. Level II applicants submit an organiza-
tional profile and information related to their leadership,
strategic planning, customer and market focus, meas-
urement, analysis and knowledge management, human
resource focus, and process management. Level III
applicants submit for review of all the information listed
above plus information on their business performance
results and must participate in a rigorous site visit to
demonstrate excellence and quality.

Our Lady of the Lake was honored at a private reception
at the Governor’s Mansion on June 16, 2009. Other
recipients honored at the reception include Louisiana
Economic Development at Level II, and the U. S. Coast
Guard Integrated Support Command New Orleans at
Level II.

Jason Jobes Appointed Examiner for
2009 Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award
Jason Jobes of St. Elizabeth Hospital in Gonzales has

been appointed by Dr. Patrick Gallagher, Deputy
Director of the Commerce Department’s National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), to the
2009 Board of Examiners for the Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award. The Award, created by public
law in 1987, is the highest level of national recognition
for performance excellence that a U.S. organization can
receive. As an Examiner, Jobes is responsible for
reviewing and evaluating applications submitted for the
Award.  The board is composed of approximately 500
leading experts selected from industry, professional and
trade organizations, education and health care organi-
zations and government.

Those selected meet the highest standards of qualifica-
tion and peer recognition. All members of the board
must take part in a preparation course based on the
Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence and the
scoring and evaluation processes for the Baldrige
Award.

Wood Joins Family Medical Center
Dr. Robert Wood, ABFP, has joined Baton Rouge Family
Medical Center, a primary care physician practice. Dr.
Wood was previously a faculty physician for Baton
Rouge General’s Family Medicine Residency Program
and he practiced at the Occupational Medicine Clinic in
Baton Rouge. He is a graduate of Louisiana State
University School of Medicine in Shreveport and com-
pleted his residency with the General’s Family Medicine
Residency Program. Baton Rouge Family Medical
Center is a part of General Health System’s Community
of Caring network of primary care physicians.
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Ochsner Medical Center–Baton Rouge
Names Addition to Nursing Leadership
Lisa Winslow, BSN, RN has been named Ochsner Medical
Center–Baton Rouge’s Assistant Vice President of Nursing. In
this role, Winslow will manage the facility’s nursing staff and
nursing initiatives. Winslow was previously the Regional Vice
President of Clinical Operations at Matria Healthcare Inc. in
Atlanta, Georgia, where she oversaw 14 home care sites, two
telenursing call centers in an eight state area and 125 clinical
and administrative employees. Winslow earned her Bachelor
of Science degree in nursing from LSU Medical Center School
of Nursing in New Orleans and attended LSU in Baton Rouge.
She was the Nurse Administrator of the Year at Tokos Medical
Corporation and was a five time recipient of the Matria
Healthcare Women and Children’s Health Division President’s
Club award for performance. In addition, she received the
Matria Women and Children’s Health Division 2005 Impact
Award for management during and recovery after Hurricane
Katrina. 

Richard Burroughs, MD Recognized for
Community Program Efforts
Dr. Richard Burroughs, Medical Director of Pennington
Cancer Center at Baton Rouge General, has been recognized
by the Louisiana Academy of Physicians with the 2009 Tar
Wars Star Award for his contributions to the Tar Wars effort.
Tar Wars is an interactive program utilizing various healthcare
professionals who volunteer to discuss the harmful effects of
tobacco use with area fifth graders. The program challenges

students to fight the war against tobacco use. The Tar Wars
Star Award demonstrates a significant commitment in helping
the program succeed in Louisiana communities.

Cristy Walker Named
ICU/IMC Unit Director
Cristy Walker, RN, BSN has been named Unit Director for the
Intensive Care and Intermediate Care Units at Lane Regional
Medical Center. A native of Morganza and a resident of St.
Francisville, Walker is responsible for coordinating all aspects
of nursing care for the center, which includes patient satisfac-
tion, staffing and physician relations. Walker has more than 9
years of healthcare experience. Prior to being named unit
director, she was House Supervisor at Lane. She graduated
from Alcorn State University in Natchez, Mississippi, and is
certified in Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS). 

Four OLOL Nurses
Recognized with DAISY Awards
Four Nurses at Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center
have been honored with The DAISY Award For Extraordinary
Nurses. The award, presented in collaboration with The
American Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) is part of
the DAISY Foundation's program to recognize the super-
human efforts nurses perform every day. 

Holly Delatte, RN is a nurse supervisor. She was recognized
for taking the time to truly listen to a patient with very special

needs. She went above and beyond to develop a plan
of care centered around the patient’s meals and med-
ication. She worked closely with the patient to ensure
that the plan met his needs and took the time to make
sure everyone on the care team fully understood the
plan. Holly’s actions allowed this patient to earn a bet-
ter understanding of his illness and develop a better
plan for care upon discharge. 

Patricia Ramirez, RN went above and beyond to pro-
vide care to a young surgery patient who was always
alone and needed many operations. As Patricia was
helping this patient prepare for her first surgery she
took the time to explain what was going to happen and
helped calm the patient down. Patricia visited the
patient on her time off and even gave the patient a
pampering kit, manicure and pedicure. These actions
by Patricia gave this patient much comfort during a dif-
ficult time. 

Kym McCoy, MSN, RN spent a great deal of time car-
ing for a cancer patient and got to know him and his
wife and son. Several months passed and the patient
was readmitted with a poor prognosis. The patient
requested Kym by name and asked that she remain his
nurse and administer palliative care. Kym stayed by his
side until the end and provided much needed support
for this patient’s family. 

Jill LeBlanc, LPN was caring for a patient with a touch
of Alzheimer’s. The patient’s husband was always at
her bedside and kept telling the care team that she
would not eat. Jill worked closely with the patient and
found that she would only eat very soft foods such as
pudding. Jill called on a dietician to adjust the patient’s
diet to meet her nutrition needs and then worked with
the patient’s husband to help him understand how to
feed his wife. These actions helped the patient resume
some of her dignity and independence. 

The not-for-profit DAISY Foundation is based in Glen
Ellen, California, and was established by family mem-



bers in memory of J. Patrick Barnes. Patrick died at the
age of 33 in late 1999 from complications of  Idiopathic
Thrombocytopenic Purpura (ITP), a little known but not
uncommon auto-immune disease. The care Patrick and his
family received from nurses while he was ill inspired this
unique means of thanking nurses for making a profound
difference in the lives of their patients and patient families. 

Baton Rouge General Receives
Designation as Blue Distinction Center for
Cardiac Care®
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana has designated
Baton Rouge General’s Milton J. Womack Heart Center as
a Blue Distinction Center for Cardiac Care. As part of the
Blue Distinction® program, designated hospitals are
required to undergo periodic re-evaluation. This review
process ensures that Blue Distinction Centers® continue to
meet rigorous, evidence-based quality thresholds that are
established in collaboration with expert physicians and
leading professional organizations such as the American
College of Cardiology and the Society of Thoracic
Surgeons.

The need for high quality cardiovascular care programs is
urgent, particularly in Louisiana where the leading cause of
death is heart disease, according to the Centers for
Disease Control. The American Heart Association esti-

mates that more than 1.2 million Americans experience a
first or recurrent heart attack each year and cardiovascular
disease is far and away the leading cause of death among
both men and women. The Womack Heart Center provides
comprehensive care, offering patients access to diagnostic
services, advanced heart catheterization labs, 24-hour
emergency care, extensive surgical services, fully moni-
tored telemetry units, dedicated 64-slice CT Scanners,
customized nutritional care, and inpatient & outpatient car-
diac rehabilitation programs. To be designated as a Blue
Distinction Center for Cardiac Care, the General met vari-
ous selection criteria including:

• an established cardiac care program, performing required
annual volumes for certain procedures (e.g. a minimum of
125 cardiac surgical procedures annually, including both
coronary artery bypass surgery and/or valve surgery)
• appropriate experience of its cardiac team, including sub-
specialty board certification for interventional cardiologists
and cardiac surgeons
• an established acute care inpatient facility, including
intensive care, emergency and a full range of cardiac serv-
ices
• full accreditation by The Joint Commission, Healthcare
Facilities Accreditation Program (HFAP) or national equiv-
alent
• low overall complication and mortality rates
• a comprehensive quality management program.v
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Attorneys

Baker, Donelson, Bearman,
Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
450 Laurel St.
Chase Tower North, 20th Flr.
Baton Rouge LA 70801
225.381.7000
www.bakerdonelson.com

Automotive (Tire and Care)

Treads & Care
1312 W. Hwy. 30
Gonzales, LA 70737
225.647.9631

Treads & Care
10711 Coursey Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70716
225.368.1234

Cleaners

Sunshine Cleaners
16645-A Highland Rd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
225.753.4060
www.sunshinecleaners.net

Consulting

HealthCare Business
Consulting, Phillip H. Rees
7474 Highland Rd.

Baton Rouge, LA 70808
225.767.9577
www.HCBconsulting.com

Dentist

Steven H. Brooksher, DDS
1010 South Acadian Thrwy.
Ste. A, Baton Rouge, LA 70806
225.346.8625
www.brooksher.com

Florist

Peregrin's Florist &
Decorative Services, Inc.
8883 Highland Rd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
225.761.0888
www.peregrinsflorist.com

Home Health

Comfort of My Home
921 N. Lobdell, Ste. 4-B
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
225.926.5700

Personal
Homecare Services
6869 Hwy. 84 W.
Ferriday, LA 71334
877.336.8045
www.personalhomecare.net

Hospitals

Baton Rouge 
General Medical Center
8585 Picardy Ave. 
3600 Florida Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 
225.387.7000
www.brgeneral.org

Insurance

Humana, Inc. MarketPOINT
10000 Perkins Rowe
Bldg. G, Ste. 300 
Baton Rouge, LA 70810         
225.573.3882/225.937.1100 
www.Humana.com 

LAMMICO
1 Galleria Blvd., Ste. 700
Metairie, LA 70001
800.452.2120
www.lammico.com

LHA Physicians Trust
4646 Sherwood Common Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70816
225.272.4480
www.hsli.com

Louisiana Health Plan
P.O. Drawer 83880
Baton Rouge, LA 70884-3880
225.926.6245
www.lahealthplan.org
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Sterling Health Plans
3636 South Sherwood Forest
Blvd., Ste. 490
Baton Rouge, LA 70816
225.292.1980
www.sterlingplans.com

Imaging 

Baton Rouge Radiology Group
5422 Dijon Dr.
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
225.769.9337
www.brrg.com

Jeweler

Robert Roth Jewelers
7513 Jefferson Hwy.
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
225.927.9444

Medical Equipment & Service

Majestic Medical Solutions
17424 Airline Hwy., # 12
Prairieville, LA 70769
225.677.9867/866.580.9729
www.majesticms.com

Non-Profit

Capital Area United Way
700 Laurel St.
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
225.346.5817
www.cauw.org

Nursing Home

CommCare Corporation
5550 Thomas Rd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70811
877.277.3859
www.commcare.com

Ophthalmology

Louisiana Eye Center, A.P.M.C.
Dr. Angela Lewis
7855 Howell Blvd. Ste. 130 A
Baton Rouge, LA 70807
225.356.2655

Orthopaedics

Baton Rouge Orthopaedic Clinic
8080 Bluebonnet Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
225.924.2424
www.brortho.com

Bone & Joint Clinic
of Baton Rouge
7301 Hennessy Blvd., Ste. 200
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
225.766.0050
www.bjcbr.com

Pediatrics

Pediatric Surgery of Louisiana
7777 Hennessy Blvd., Ste. 212
Baton Rouge, LA 70816
225.769.2295

Pharmacy

Gulfcoast
Pharmaceutical 
Specialty
1039 E. Hwy. 30
Gonzales, LA 70737
800.498.5220
www.gpspharmacy.biz

Walgreens
24 Locations in the
Greater Baton Rouge area
1-800-WALGREENS
www.walgreens.com

Physical Therapy

Peak Performance Physical Therapy
11320 Industriplex Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
225.295.8184
www.peakphysicaltherapy.com

Restaurants

French Market Bistro
16645 Highland Rd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
225.753.3500
www.mansursontheboulevard.com

Mansurs on the Boulevard
5720 Corporate Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
225.923.3366
www.mansursontheboulevard.com

Skilled Nursing Facility

CommCare Corporation
5550 Thomas Rd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70811
877.277.3859
www.commcare.com

Staffing

Gifted Nurses
17535 Airline Hwy., Ste. G
Prairieville, LA 70769
225.744.4599
www.giftednurses.com

Storage Units

StorSafe
9242 Barringer Foreman Rd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70817
225.753.1176
www.storsafebr.com
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Weight Loss

O.N.E. Weigh System
9103 Jefferson Hwy.
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
225.706.3278
www.oneweighsystem.com

Wines and Spirits

Calandro's Select Cellars
4142 Government St.
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
225.383.7815
12732 Perkins Rd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
225.767.6659
www.calandros.com
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